
Summons to Meeting

Tuesday 7 November 2017

Licensing Committee
Thursday 16 November 2017, 2.30 pm

The Conference Room, St Michael's Church, 
Workington

Membership:

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair) Councillor Christine Smith (Vice-Chair)
Councillor Tony Annison Councillor Len Davies
Councillor Malcolm Grainger Councillor Hilary Harrington
Councillor Frank Johnston Councillor Peter Kendall
Councillor Billy Miskelly Councillor Jacqueline Mounsey
Councillor Ron Munby Councillor Bill Pegram
Councillor Stephen Stoddart Councillor Janice Wood
Councillor Martin Wood

Members of the public are welcome to attend the meeting. If you have any questions 
or queries contact Dean Devine on 01900 702556.

Agenda
1. Minutes  (Pages 3 - 126)

To sign as a correct record the minutes of the Licensing Committee meetings 
held on 29 September 2016 and 5 December 2016; and

To agree as a correct record the minutes of the Licensing Panel meetings held 
on 10 August 2016, 15 August 2016, 22 August 2016, 7 September 2016, 23 
September 2016, 30 September 2016, 26 October 2016, 25 November 2016, 14 
December 2016, 1 February 2017, 14 February 2017, 26 May 2017, 26 July 
2017, 17 August 2017, 30 August 2017, 21 September 2017, 13 October 2017 
and 27 October 2017.
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2. Apologies for Absence  

3. Declaration of Interests  
Councillors/Staff to give notice of any disclosable pecuniary interest, other 
registrable interest or any other interest and the nature of that interest relating to 
any item on the agenda in accordance with the adopted Code of Conduct.

4. Questions  
To answer questions from members of the public – submitted in writing or by 
electronic mail no later than 5.00pm, 2 working days before the meeting.

5. Application for Film Classification under The Licensing Act 2003  (Pages 
127 - 172)
To consider and determine an application to classify a film to be shown in the 
Allerdale area.

Licensing Committee Procedures  (Pages 173 - 176)

Chief Executive

Date of Next Meeting:

Tuesday 28 November 2017, 2.30 pm
The Wave Centre, Maryport
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At a meeting of the Licensing Committee held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Thursday 29 September 2016 at 1.30 pm

Members

A H Kendall (Chairman)

T Annison
H Harrington
B Miskelly
J M Mounsey
R Munby

B Pegram
D Wilson
J Wood
M Wood

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors L Davies, F Johnston, C Smith 
and S Stoddart

Staff Present

B Carlin, G Collinson and D Devine

195 Minutes 

The minutes of the Licensing Committee meeting held on 18 February 2016 
were signed as a correct record.

The minutes of the Licensing Panel meetings held on 17 February 2016, 26 
February 2016, 29 February 2016, 22 March 2016, 5 May 2016, 11 May 2016, 
29 June 2016 and 18 July 2016 were each agreed as a correct record.

196 Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

197 Questions 

None received.

198 Driver & Vehicle Standards Agency Taxi Assessment 

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report which sought 
Members to consider interim arrangements pending the selection of a new 
assessment for hackney and private hire applicants.

The Licensing Committee had introduced a requirement that before being 
granted a hackney carriage or private hire driver’s licence, all applicants must 
pass the Driver & Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) taxi assessment. This had 
been in force since 1 June 2002.

The requirement was applicable to all new drivers and as a disciplinary 
measure for any driver who appeared before the Licensing Panel with repeated 
driving offences.
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Since the introduction of the requirement, certain exemptions from undertaking 
the assessment had been granted by the Licensing Committee including 
applicants who held a Driver Qualification Card evidencing that they held a 
Driver Certificate of Professional Competence.

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer advised Members that on 
2 September 2016 notification was received from the DVSA by means of a 
letter, informing the Council that a decision had been made to withdraw the 
provision of taxi assessments with effect from 31 December 2016. The letter 
was appended to the report. 

Following the decision by the DVSA, test centres had since stopped taking 
bookings. This meant that new applicants were unable to comply with the 
Council’s application requirements.

Members were advised that until a new assessment was selected, which would 
involve research and then the Licensing Committee examining relevant 
assessments and selecting an appropriate one, it was necessary to consider an 
interim measure for new applicants and for any driver who may appear before 
the Licensing Panel with repeated driving offences.

Councillor M Wood moved that the requirement to pass a DVSA taxi 
assessment be removed from the application process and replaced with the 
following condition, in line with the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer’s 
recommendation:

All applicants for the grant of a new hackney carriage or private hire driver’s 
licence must pass the DVSA taxi assessment. If this is not available they must 
pass the required assessment to be selected in due course by Allerdale 
Borough Council within six months of the implementation date of the new 
assessment. Any licensed drivers appearing before the Licensing Panel with 
repeated traffic offences may be required to pass the relevant assessment 
selected.

Councillor A Kendall seconded the motion.

A vote was taken; 10 in favour and 0 against.

The motion was carried.

Agreed

That the requirement to pass a DVSA taxi assessment be removed from the 
application process and replaced with the following condition:

All applicants for the grant of a new hackney carriage or private hire driver’s 
licence must pass the DVSA taxi assessment. If this is not available they must 
pass the required assessment to be selected in due course by Allerdale 
Borough Council within six months of the implementation date of the new 
assessment. Any licensed drivers appearing before the Licensing Panel with 
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repeated traffic offences may be required to pass the relevant assessment 
selected.

The meeting closed at 1.55 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Committee held in Lonsdale Room, Allerdale House on 
Monday 5 December 2016 at 10.00 am

Members

A H Kendall (Chairman)

T Annison
J Ellis
M Grainger
H Harrington
F Johnston
B Miskelly
J M Mounsey

R Munby
B Pegram
C Smith
D Wilson
J Wood
M Wood

Apologies for absence were received from Councillor S Stoddart

Staff Present

B Carlin, H Carruthers, G Collinson, D Devine, C Fleming and D Fletcher

280 Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

281 Questions 

None received.

282 Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicles Review of Policies 

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report which sought 
Members to review the revised policies in respect of Vehicle Age, Vehicle 
Advertising and the Relevance of Criminal Convictions Relating to the 
Determination of the Application to Grant or Renew a Hackney Carriage or 
Private Hire Drivers Licence.

The revised Vehicle Age Policy was considered. Councillors asked that the 
word ‘significant’ be inserted in paragraph 3.2 of the policy as follows:

3.2 no rust, significant dents or significant scratches. This is obviously 
open to individual interpretation and each case will be considered 
on its own merits.

Members considered the revised Vehicle Advertising Policy. No amendments 
were made to the policy.

Members considered the revised policy in respect of the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of the Application to Grant or Renew 
a Hackney Carriage or Private Hire Drivers Licence. Councillors made the 
following amendments:
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Amendment to Minor Traffic Offences section, paragraph 1.6 – the offence of 
‘using a mobile phone while driving a motor vehicle’ amended to read ‘using a 
mobile device while driving a motor vehicle’.

Amendment to Indecency Offences section, paragraph 6.1 – amendment to 
include the word ‘years’ to correct an omission – paragraph to read ‘...should be 
refused until they can show a substantial period of at least 3 years free of such 
offences….’

Councillor D Wilson moved that Council be requested to approve the revised 
policies in respect of Vehicle Age, Vehicle Advertising and the Relevance of 
Criminal Convictions Relating to the Determination of the Application to Grant or 
Renew a Hackney Carriage or Private Hire Drivers Licence as amended. 
Councillor M Wood seconded.

A vote was taken; 14 in favour, 0 against.

The motion was carried.

Recommended

That Council be requested to approve the revised policies in respect of Vehicle 
Age, Vehicle Advertising and the Relevance of Criminal Convictions Relating to 
the Determination of the Application to Grant or Renew a Hackney Carriage or 
Private Hire Drivers Licence as amended.

The meeting closed at 10.50 am
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Wednesday 10 August 2016 at 2.30 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair)
Councillor Tony Annison Councillor Ron Munby
Councillor Bill Pegram Councillor Stephen Stoddart

Staff Present

B Carlin, G Collinson, D Devine and M Tomlinson

110. Election of Chairman 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chair for the ensuing meeting.

111. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

112. Questions 

None received.

113. Application for Street Trading Consent - CS15 

The Service Support Officer submitted a report for the Licensing Panel to 
consider an application for street trading consent in accordance with Section 3 
of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982.

Members were asked to take the Council’s Revised Policy for Granting Street 
Trading Consent Applications into account when making their deliberations.

The application was for street trading consent for the sale of ice cream on Criffel 
Street, Silloth, opposite the junction with Wampool Street on 29 August 2016.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

Members noted that two previous applications for street trading consent for the 
sale of ice cream on the same street and date had been refused at the 
Licensing Panel meeting on 29 June 2016. The applications had been refused 
on the grounds that they were contrary to section 3 (d) of the Council’s Revised 
Policy for Granting Street Trading Consent which set out:

3. Where the imposition of conditions is not adequate to control potential 
problems, applications will be refused. Refusal or withdrawal of street 
trading consents will be normal in the following circumstances:-

(d) where granting of a consent for the sale of goods or services 
would conflict with those provided by nearby shops
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The Panel was informed that consultation had been carried out in accordance 
with the Council’s policy. The comments received were set out in the report.

The applicant was asked to make representation on the application.

Silloth Carnival was being held on the date that street trading consent was 
applied for and the applicant considered the carnival to cause too much 
demand for the town’s shops to handle alone.

Members asked the applicant if he had talked to the organisers of Silloth 
Carnival about trading on the street on this date. The applicant replied that he 
had not been able to communicate with them.

The applicant, Service Support Officer and Senior Licensing and Compliance 
Officer left the meeting while the Panel considered the application.

The Panel considered the information provided by the Service Support Officer 
and the applicant.

Members were concerned that there seemed to be a lack of a relationship 
between the event organisers for Silloth Carnival and traders applying for street 
trading consent.

Councillor A Kendall moved that the application be approved on the grounds 
that not enough evidence had been provided to show that granting the 
application would conflict with the Council’s Revised Policy for Granting Street 
Trading Consent Applications. Councillor B Pegram seconded.

A vote was taken; 4 in favour of approving the application and 1 abstention.

The motion in favour of approving the application was carried.

The applicant, Service Support Officer and Senior Licensing and Compliance 
Officer returned to the meeting.

The Chair read out the Panel’s decision and the reasons for it.

Members asked the Service Support Officer to contact the event organisers for 
Silloth Carnival with an aim to encourage a relationship with traders for future 
events.

Decision

The application was approved.

Reasons for the Decision

The application was approved on the grounds that not enough evidence had 
been provided to show that granting the application would conflict with the 
Council’s Revised Policy for Granting Street Trading Consent Applications.
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Resolved

That the application for street trading consent be approved.

114. The Chairman will move: 

The Chairman moved that under Section 100 (A) (4) of the Local Government 
Act 1972, the public be excluded from the meeting for the following item on the 
grounds that it may involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as 
defined in paragraph 1 of part 1 of Schedule 12 (a) of the Act.

115. Application for the Grant of a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer introduced a report for the 
Licensing Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for 
the grant of a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence was a fit and proper person to 
hold such a licence.

The applicant and his representative were invited into the meeting.

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with a 
background of the applicant and the application. The report set out key points 
for consideration, options available to the Panel and the officer’s 
recommendation.

The applicant had provided the following in support of his application:

 Doctor’s Medical (MED2) dated 16 June 2016
 Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Test Assessment Pass Certificate dated 

26 May 2016
 Application payment
 DVLA plastic driving licence card to review driving licence details on 

Gov.uk website
 Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Certificate dated 14 July 2016

The driving licence contained no penalty points or convictions, the Doctor’s 
Medical (MED2) declared the applicant fit to act as a Hackney Carriage Driver 
and the applicant passed the Driving Standards Agency Hackney 
Carriage/Private Hire Test Assessment in line with the conditions of application.

The Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate contained information under the 
section for Police Records of Convictions, Cautions, Reprimands and Warnings 
including several convictions for a range of offences over a sustained period of 
years. Under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 all of the applicant’s 
convictions were now spent. However, the Act was exempt for licensing 
Hackney Carriage or Private Hire Vehicle drivers.

The Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate requested checks be 
done on the following, of which no information was recorded against each part:

a) Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002;
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b) DBS Children’s Barred List information;
c) DBS Adults’ Barred List information; and
d) Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 

discretion.

Guideline 1 (b) of the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance 
of Criminal Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal 
for a Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence required an application to 
be referred to the Licensing Panel where any conviction or caution as laid down 
in the Guidelines Relating to the Relevance of Convictions was disclosed. The 
guidelines set out:

“For the purpose of these guidelines formal cautions and endorsable fixed 
penalties shall be treated as though they were convictions.”

On the matter of violence and abusive behaviour offenses, the Statement of 
Policy set out:

5. Violence and Abusive Behaviour

(a) As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle drivers maintain 
close contact with the public, a firm line will be taken with 
applicants who have convictions for violent or abusive offences. 
This category includes public order offences and criminal damage.

(b) At least five years free of such convictions will normally be 
necessary before an application is entertained and even then a 
strict warning as to future conduct will be given

The applicant had been cautioned for an offence involving violence on 3 May 
2012.

The applicant was asked to make representation on his application.

The applicant’s representative was asked to make representation on the 
application. 

Character references for the applicant were tabled at the meeting.

The applicant, his representative and the Senior Licensing and Compliance 
Officer left the meeting while the Panel considered the application.

The Panel considered the information in the Licensing and Compliance Officer’s 
report and the representations made by the applicant and his representative.

The Panel considered the options available to it in paragraph 4 of the report.

Councillor R Munby moved that the application for the grant of a Hackney 
Carriage Driver Licence be refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a 
fit and proper person to hold such a licence in accordance with Section 59(1)(a) 
of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976. Councillor T 
Annison seconded.
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A vote was taken; 5 in favour of refusal and 0 against.

The motion in favour of refusing the application for the grant of a Hackney 
Carriage Driver Licence was carried.

The applicant, his representative and the Senior Licensing and Compliance 
Officer returned to the meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision, the reasons for it and of his 
right to appeal.

Decision

The application was refused.

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel made its decision having regard to the following:

 The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence, in particular:

The Guidelines Relating to the Relevance of Convictions set out:

“For the purpose of these guidelines formal cautions and endorsable 
fixed penalties shall be treated as though they were convictions.”

And;

The Statement of Policy set out:

5. Violence and Abusive Behaviour

(a) As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle drivers 
maintain close contact with the public, a firm line will be 
taken with applicants who have convictions for violent or 
abusive offences. This category includes public order 
offences and criminal damage.

(b) At least five years free of such convictions will normally be 
necessary before an application is entertained and even 
then a strict warning as to future conduct will be given

 The Licensing and Compliance Officer’s recommendation

 Concerns around the history of criminal convictions as revealed by the 
Disclosure and Barring Service check

 The applicant was cautioned for an offence involving violence on 3 May 
2012. The Panel did not find there to be any exceptional circumstances 
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in the evidence provided to the Panel that would have justified deviating 
from the Council’s policy.

 The Panel had strict guidance and legislation, which was clear that when 
considering convictions they are never spent for consideration of 
applications regarding Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Drivers’ 
Licences. A Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Drivers’ position was one 
of trust and honesty. The Licensing Authority’s key objective was 
ensuring public safety and protection from criminal activity.

 Character references for the applicant and the evidence given at the 
meeting in support of the application. The Panel did not conclude that 
this evidence was sufficient to override its findings.

Resolved

The application for the grant of a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence be refused 
under Section 59(1)(a) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 
1976 (not satisfied that the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold a driver’s 
licence).

The meeting closed at 3.40 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Monday 15 August 2016 at 2.30 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair)
Councillor Len Davies Councillor Hilary Harrington
Councillor Christine Smith Councillor Stephen Stoddart

Staff Present

B Carlin, D Devine, D Fletcher and C Liddle

116. Election of Chairman 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chair for the ensuing meeting.

117. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

118. Questions 

None received.

119. Application to vary a premises licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider an application to vary a Premises Licence which had received 
representations against it.

Where relevant representations were received the council was required to hold 
a hearing to consider them and take any steps available as it considered 
necessary for the promotion of the four licensing objectives:

 The prevention of crime and disorder
 Public safety
 The prevention of public nuisance
 The protection of children from harm

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer read through the report.

The application was to vary the licence of the premises known as Pizza 
Panorama, situated on 58 Main Street, Keswick, to allow for later opening 
times.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer tabled a map which showed the location 
of the premises.
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The existing premises licence set out the following:

Licensable activities authorised by the licence:

Provision of late night refreshment

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities:

Monday – 11.00pm to 12.30am
Tuesday – 11.00pm to 12.30am
Wednesday – 11.00pm to 12.30am
Thursday – 11.00pm to 12.30am
Friday – 11.00pm to 12.30am
Saturday – 11.00pm to 12.30am
Sunday – 11.00pm to 12.30am

The opening hours of the premises:

Monday – 11.00am to 12.30am
Tuesday – 11.00am to 12.30am
Wednesday – 11.00am to 12.30am 
Thursday – 11.00am to 12.30am
Friday – 11.00am to 12.30am
Saturday – 11.00am to 12.30am
Sunday – Noon to 12.30am

The application was originally made on 11 May 2016 but it was found that the 
applicant had not advertised it in the local press in the required timescale. The 
application was resubmitted on 20 June 2016.

The variation on the resubmitted application that the Panel was considering was 
to allow for:

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities:

Monday – 11.00pm to 1.30am
Tuesday – 11.00pm to 1.30am
Wednesday – 11.00pm to 1.30am
Thursday – 11.00pm to 1.30am
Friday – 11.00pm to 1.30am
Saturday – 11.00pm to 1.30am
Sunday – 11.00pm to 1.30am

The opening hours of the premises:

Monday – 11.30am to 1.40am
Tuesday – 11.30am to 1.40am
Wednesday – 11.30am to 1.40am 
Thursday – 11.30am to 1.40am
Friday – 11.30am to 1.40am
Saturday – 11.30am to 1.40am
Sunday – 11.30am to 1.40am
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Representations were received from Environmental Health and from an 
interested party. The representations were attached to the report as 
appendices.

The steps that the applicant would take to promote the four licensing objectives 
were set out in the report.

The applicant was asked to make representation on the application.

The Environmental Health Officer was asked to make representation on the 
application.

The applicant, Licensing and Compliance Officer and Environmental Health 
Officer left the meeting for the Panel to consider the application.

The Panel considered the information in the report and all representations 
received on the application and made at the meeting.

The report set out the options available to the Panel under section 35(4) of the 
Licensing Act 2003:

a) Modify the conditions of the licence
b) Reject the whole or part of the application

Councillor A Kendall moved that the conditions of the premises licence be 
modified as follows:

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities:

Monday – 11.00pm to 12.30am
Tuesday – 11.00pm to 12.30am
Wednesday – 11.00pm to 12.30am
Thursday – 11.00pm to 1.30am
Friday – 11.00pm to 1.30am
Saturday – 11.00pm to 1.30am
Sunday – 11.00pm to 12.30am

The opening hours of the premises:

Monday – 11.30am to 12.30am
Tuesday – 11.30am to 12.30am
Wednesday – 11.30am to 12.30am 
Thursday – 11.30am to 1.30am
Friday – 11.30am to 1.30am
Saturday – 11.30am to 1.30am
Sunday – 11.30am to 12.30am

Councillor C Smith seconded the motion.

A vote was taken; 5 in favour of modifying the conditions of the premises 
licence and 0 against.
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The motion in favour of modifying the premises licence was carried.

The applicant, Licensing and Compliance Officer and Environmental Health 
Officer returned to the meeting.

The Panel read out the decision and the reasons for it.

All parties were informed of the right of appeal.

Decision

The conditions of the premises licence be modified.

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel made its decision having regard to the following:

 The four licensing objectives:

 The prevention of crime and disorder
 Public safety
 The prevention of public nuisance
 The protection of children from harm

 The proposed steps to be taken by the applicant to promote the four 
licensing objectives

 The representation received from Environmental Health including their 
concerns regarding the potential undermining of the ‘public nuisance’ 
licensing objective by extending the opening hours to those requested in 
the application and the possibility that, by granting the requested 
extension to the opening hours, it would encourage other licence holders 
to apply to extend their hours

 The representation received from an interested party

 The representation made by the applicant

 The representation made by the Environmental Health Officer

Resolved

That the conditions of the premises licence for Pizza Panorama, 58 Main Street, 
Keswick, Cumbria, CA12 5JS be modified as follows:

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities:

Monday – 11.00pm to 12.30am
Tuesday – 11.00pm to 12.30am
Wednesday – 11.00pm to 12.30am
Thursday – 11.00pm to 1.30am
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Friday – 11.00pm to 1.30am
Saturday – 11.00pm to 1.30am
Sunday – 11.00pm to 12.30am

The opening hours of the premises:

Monday – 11.30am to 12.30am
Tuesday – 11.30am to 12.30am
Wednesday – 11.30am to 12.30am 
Thursday – 11.30am to 1.30am
Friday – 11.30am to 1.30am
Saturday – 11.30am to 1.30am
Sunday – 11.30am to 12.30am

The meeting closed at 3.00 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Monday 22 August 2016 at 2.30 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair)
Councillor Tony Annison Councillor Hilary Harrington
Councillor Billy Miskelly Councillor Ron Munby

Staff Present

B Carlin, G Collinson, D Devine, C Fleming, D Fletcher, C Liddle and R Wilkinson

129. Election of Chairman 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chair for the ensuing meeting.

130. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

131. Questions 

None received.

132. Application for the Review of a Premises Licence - Solfest (Land at 
Tarnside Farm, Tarns, Aspatria) 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider an application under section 51 of the Licensing Act 2003 to 
review the premises licence for PL0229 (Solfest, Land at Tarnside Farm, Tarns, 
Aspatria, Cumbria). 

The application had been made by Cumbria Constabulary on 7 July 2016. The 
application’s grounds for a review of the premises licence were set out in the 
report.

The application started a consultation process with other responsible authorities 
and interested parties. Relevant representations were received against the 
application from Environmental Health and an interested party. These 
representations were attached to the report as appendices C and D.

The following were invited into the meeting:

 Representatives of Cumbria Constabulary
 Interested party
 Environmental Health Officer
 Premises licence holder/designated premises supervisor
 Director of Solfest

The Licensing and Compliance Officer read through the report.
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The Panel was presented with the options available to it, permitted under 
section 52(4) of the Licensing Act 2003:

a) To modify the conditions of the licence;
b) To exclude a licensable activity from the scope of the licence;
c) To remove the designated premises supervisor;
d) To suspend the licence for a period not exceeding three months;
e) To revoke the licence;

The Panel noted that there was a sixth option not included in the report, which 
was to take no further steps to promote the licensing objectives.

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer tabled the following at the 
meeting:

 Event Management Plan (Final Draft)
 Further information received from Cumbria Constabulary

All parties were offered the opportunity to read the information at the meeting.

The representatives of Cumbria Constabulary were asked to make 
representation on the application. Members asked questions around the 
policing of the event.

The Environmental Health Officer was asked to make representation on the 
application. Environmental Health no longer raised objection to the premises 
licence, following the submission of a noise management plan.

The interested party, which consisted of two local residents, were asked to 
make representation on the application. 

The Director of Solfest had addressed the concerns of the interested party in 
the newly submitted Event Management Plan.

The Director of Solfest was asked to make representation on the application. 
Members asked questions relating to the four licensing objectives and how the 
event would promote them.

The meeting reconvened after a short break.

All parties were asked to leave the meeting for the Panel to consider the 
application.

The Panel considered all information presented to it in the report and through all 
representations made at the meeting.

Members were concerned that there had been a breach of the conditions of the 
premises licence in that the final draft of the Event Management Plan had not 
been submitted within a reasonable timescale.
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Councillor H Harrington moved to revoke the premises licence. There was no 
seconder. The motion was lost.

Members considered that had the Festival Manager and Cumbria Constabulary 
had better communication with each other, the application would not have been 
presented to the Panel.

Members considered appendix A, which set out an extract of revised guidance 
for reviews under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003. Paragraph 11.17 of the 
guidance set out:

The licensing authority may decide that the review does not require it to take 
any further steps appropriate to promote the licensing objectives. In addition, 
there is nothing to prevent a licensing authority issuing an informal warning to 
the licence holder and/or to recommend improvement within a particular period 
of time. It is expected that licensing authorities will regard such informal 
warnings as an important mechanism for ensuring that the licensing objectives 
are effectively promoted and that warnings should be issued in writing to the 
licence holder.

Councillor T Annison moved that the Panel not take any further steps to 
promote the licensing objectives. Councillor B Miskelly seconded.

A vote was taken; 4 in favour of the Panel not taking any further steps to 
promote the licensing objectives, 0 against and 1 abstention.

The motion in favour of the Panel not taking any further steps to promote the 
licensing objectives was carried.

The Panel agreed that the licensing authority would issue an informal warning 
to the licence holder in writing and would recommend improvements, with 
particular regard to improving communication and relationships between the 
licence holder and the constabulary and other relevant authorities.

The Licensing Panel was satisfied that each of the issues raised by Cumbria 
Constabulary and the interested party in their representations were satisfactorily 
addressed by the licence holder.

All parties returned to the meeting.

All parties were informed of the Panel’s decision and the reasons for the 
decision.

All parties were informed of the right of appeal.

Decision

Not to take any further steps to promote the licensing objectives.

The Panel had regard to the four licensing objectives under the Licensing Act 
2003, the oral and written representations made by all parties, the Secretary of 
State’s guidance issued in May 2015 under section 182 of the Licensing Act 
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2003 (in particular paragraph 11.17), the Council’s Licensing Policy and Human 
Rights. The Panel sought to balance the interests of the licence holder, Cumbria 
Constabulary, Environmental Health and the interested party, and felt it was 
reasonable and proportionate to not take any further steps to promote the 
licensing objectives.

The Licensing Authority would issue an informal warning to the licence holder in 
writing and would recommend improvements, with particular regard to 
improving communication and relationships between the licence holder and the 
constabulary and other relevant authorities.

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel made its decision having regard to the following:

 The four licensing objectives:
 The prevention of crime and disorder
 Public safety
 The prevention of public nuisance
 The protection of children from harm

 The information set out in the report by the Licensing and Compliance 
Officer

 The options available, as set out in the report
 The representations received from Cumbria Constabulary
 The representations received from the interested party
 The representations received from Environmental Health
 The representations received from the Premises licence 

holder/designated premises supervisor
 The representations received from the Director of Solfest
 The Event Management Plan (Final Draft)
 Further information received from Cumbria Constabulary

The police made representations relating to the four licensing objectives. In 
particular they raised concerns regarding public safety with references to 
security on site, inadequate fencing around the perimeter and vetting of 
individuals. In response the licence holder advised the Panel of the details 
regarding security staff, explained that he had previously completed a site visit 
with the police in which they had walked around the perimeter fence and 
confirmed that they were satisfied that it was adequate and explained that, 
where relevant, staff and volunteers were subject to DBS checks.

The police confirmed that at the time of the meeting they had received the 
updated Event Management Plan from the licence holder.

With regard to the representations from the police regarding the Event Safety 
Group meeting and table top exercise in July 2016 which the licence holder 
failed to attend, the Panel were advised that the licence holder (together with 
the Fire Service) gave advance notice that they were not available to attend that 
meeting and that no subsequent alternative arrangements were made.
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Environmental Health confirmed that they had no concerns regarding the 
premises licence.

In response to the interested party’s representations regarding traffic and the 
pedestrian crossing which had been created without permission at previous 
events, the licence holder confirmed that they had amended the traffic 
management plan to address those concerns and that the pedestrian crossing 
would not be in place.

The Licensing Panel were satisfied that each of the issues raised by the police 
and the interested party in their representations were satisfactorily addressed 
by the licence holder and that it was not necessary to take any formal action to 
further promote the licensing objectives.

Resolved

That no further steps be taken to promote the licensing objectives.

The meeting closed at 4.45 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Wednesday 7 September 2016 at 2.30 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair)
Councillor Hilary Harrington Councillor Ron Munby
Councillor Janice Wood Councillor Martin Wood

Staff Present

B Carlin, D Devine, C Fleming and D Fletcher

148. Election of Chairman 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

149. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

150. Questions 

None received.

151. The Chairman will move: 

The Chairman moved that under Section 100 (A) (4) of the Local Government 
Act 1972, the public be excluded from the meeting for the following item on the 
grounds that it may involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as 
defined in paragraph 1 of part 1 of Schedule 12 (a) of the Act.

152. Application for the Grant of a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant and his representative were invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided a Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate as part 
of the application. The certificate contained information which fell within the 
Council’s policy for convictions. The last conviction was dated 15 June 2000.

The applicant had provided his DVLA plastic driving licence card as part of the 
application. The driving licence contained 3 penalty points.
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The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration.

The applicant had previously been a licensed driver with Allerdale Borough 
Council between 21 May 2014 and 20 May 2016, when the most recent licence 
expired. The applicant did not apply to renew the licence in time and due to the 
application being received more than 28 days following the expiry date was 
required to make a fresh application as a new driver.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer advised that the applicant’s previous 
Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was held without issue.

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out that an application 
would be referred to the Licensing Panel where any conviction or caution was 
disclosed as laid down in the relevant conviction guidance.

The Guidelines Relating to the Relevance of Convictions set out that for the 
purpose of these guidelines formal cautions and endorsable fixed penalties 
shall be treated as though they were convictions.

Section 59 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 
required the Council to be satisfied that the driver was a ‘fit and proper person 
to hold a driver’s licence’ in order to grant a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence.

The report set out the options available to the Licensing Panel which were to:

 Agree to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for any period up 
to one year

 Refuse to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence under Section 
59(1)(a) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 
(not satisfied that the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold a 
driver’s licence)

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the Panel agree to 
grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence due to the applicant’s last 
conviction being over 16 years ago.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer read out information received from the 
applicant’s representative dated 18 August 2016. The applicant’s representative 
did not wish to add further to his representation.

The applicant gave representation on his application.

The applicant, his representative and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left 
the meeting while the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the information provided by the Licensing and 
Compliance Officer and the representations made by the applicant and his 
representative.
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The Panel considered the options available to it in the report.

Councillor M Wood moved to agree to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s 
Licence for one year. Councillor R Munby seconded.

A vote was taken; 5 in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s 
Licence and 0 against.

The motion in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
for one year was carried.

The applicant, his representative and the Senior Licensing and Compliance 
Officer returned to the meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and the reasons for it.

Decision

To agree to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for one year.

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel made its decision having regard to the following:

 The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence

 The Licensing and Compliance Officer’s recommendation

 The applicant had previously held a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
without issue.

 The Council’s Statement of Policy set out that applicants with convictions 
for violence and abusive behaviour should be free of such convictions for 
at least five years, drug convictions should be three years free of 
offences and dishonesty offences should be three to five years free of 
conviction.

Resolved

To agree to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for one year.

The meeting closed at 2.50 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Lonsdale Room, Allerdale House on Friday 
23 September 2016 at 2.30 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair)
Councillor Hilary Harrington Councillor David Wilson
Councillor Janice Wood Councillor Martin Wood

Staff Present

B Carlin, D Devine, C Fleming, D Fletcher and J Morgan

185. Election of Chairman 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

186. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

187. Questions 

None received.

188. The Chairman will move: 

The Chairman moved that under Section 100 (A) (4) of the Local Government 
Act 1972, the public be excluded from the meeting for the following item on the 
grounds that it may involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as 
defined in paragraph 1 of part 1 of Schedule 12 (a) of the Act.

189. Application to Renew a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application to renew a 
Hackney Carriage Drivers Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such a 
licence.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer informed the Panel that since the report 
was written the applicant had received an endorsement on his driving licence. 
Members agreed to defer the meeting while the officer confirmed details of the 
endorsement.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the meeting.

The applicant and his employer were invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer confirmed details of the endorsement on 
the applicant’s driving licence. The applicant had received 3 penalty points on 
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his licence for committing an offence (SP30 – Exceeding Statutory Speed Limit 
on a Public Road).

The Licensing and Compliance Officer explained the reasons for the application 
being brought before the Panel. The applicant had submitted an online 
application and attended Customer Services to provide documentation as part 
of the application. One of those documents was a Disclosure and Barring 
Service Certificate (DBS) containing information which fell within the Council’s 
policy for convictions.

The applicant had received a conviction on 11 June 1978 for violence and 
abusive behaviour. The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the 
Relevance of Criminal Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application 
or Renewal for a Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Vehicle Driver’s Licence set 
out:

5. Violence and Abusive Behaviour

(a) As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle drivers maintain 
close contact with the public, a firm line will be taken with 
applicants who have convictions for violent or abusive offences. 
This category includes public order offences and criminal damage.

(b) At least five years free of such convictions will normally be 
necessary before an application is entertained and even then a 
strict warning as to future conduct will be given.

(c) Convictions for offences relating to violence committed when the 
applicant was driving a Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicle 
will be considered in a more serious light and a much longer 
period of rehabilitation will need to be demonstrated before a 
licence application will be entertained.

Within the Statement of Policy, the Guidelines Relating to the Relevance of 
Convictions set out:

1. General Arrangements for Determining an Application when a Criminal 
Convictions has to be taken into account

(b) The application will be determined by the Licensing Department 
and if any conviction or caution, as laid down in the following 
relevant conviction guidance, is disclosed through either the 
application or the Criminal Records Bureau check, the application 
will be referred to the Licensing Sub Committee.

On the note of the applicant’s recent endorsement, the Council’s policy stated:

2. Traffic Offences

(a) Traffic Offences [Minor]
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(i) Isolated convictions for minor traffic offences e.g. 
obstruction, waiting in a restricted street, speeding etc., 
should not normally prevent a person from being granted a 
licence.

(ii) If an applicant has 8 or more current penalty points on their 
DVLA driving licence the application will be considered by 
the Licensing Sub Committee to determine his/her 
suitability.

(iii) Convictions relating to minor driving offences committed 
when the applicant was driving a Hackney Carriage or 
Private Hire vehicle will be considered in a more serious 
light.

 
The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the Licensing Panel 
agree to renew the Hackney Carriage Driver Licence on the grounds that the 
applicant’s last conviction was received on 11 June 1978. The applicant had 
previously held a Hackney Carriage Drivers Licence without issue. The 
Council’s policy stated that applicants with convictions for violence and abusive 
behaviour should be free of such convictions for at least five years. The 
Council’s policy also stated that isolated convictions for minor traffic offences 
should not normally prevent a person from being granted a licence.

The applicant was asked to make representation on the application.

The applicant confirmed that although the driving offence had been committed 
while driving a Hackney Carriage vehicle, there had not been any passengers in 
the vehicle at the time.

The applicant’s employer was asked to make representation on the application.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer, applicant and the applicant’s employer 
left the meeting while the Panel considered the application.

The Panel considered the information put before it by the Licensing and 
Compliance Officer and the representations made by the applicant and his 
employer.

Councillor D Wilson moved that the application to renew a Hackney Carriage 
Driver Licence be approved as per the Senior Licensing and Compliance 
Officer’s recommendation. Councillor M Wood seconded.

A vote was taken; 5 voted in favour of approving the application.

The motion in favour of approving the application was carried.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer, applicant and the applicant’s employer 
returned to the meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and the reasons it came to 
the conclusion.
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Decision

Approved

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel considered the application, the content of the officer’s report and the 
presentations received from the applicant and his employer.

In making its decision, the Panel noted that the applicant’s last conviction was 
received on 11 June 1978. The applicant had previously held a Hackney 
Carriage Drivers Licence without issue. The Council’s policy stated that 
applicants with convictions for violence and abusive behaviour should be free of 
such convictions for at least five years. On the note of the applicant’s recent 
endorsement, the Council’s policy stated that isolated convictions for minor 
traffic offences should not normally prevent a person from being granted a 
licence and although the applicant was driving a Hackney Carriage Vehicle 
when the offence was committed; there had not been any passengers in the 
vehicle.

Resolved

The application to renew a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence be approved.

The meeting closed at 2.50 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Friday 30 September 2016 at 10.00 am

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair)
Councillor Tony Annison Councillor Hilary Harrington
Councillor Billy Miskelly Councillor David Wilson

Staff Present

B Carlin, G Collinson, D Devine, C Fleming, A Gilbert, J Morgan and M Tomlinson

199. Election of Chairman 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

200. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

201. Questions 

None received.

202. Application for Street Trading Consent – CS25 

The Service Support Officer submitted a report for the Licensing Panel to 
consider an application for street trading consent in accordance with Section 3 
of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982.

The application was for street trading consent for the sale of phone accessories 
on Upton Street, Workington – adjacent to Central Way on every Friday 9.00am 
to 4.00pm and every Sunday 11.00am to 4.00pm.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

Members were informed that through consultation, which had been carried out 
in accordance with the Council’s guidelines for dealing with street trading 
consent applications, comments had been received from Workington Town 
Council and Geraud Markets (UK) Ltd which raised concerns over the 
application on the grounds that Sunday was a non-market day and granting the 
consent could set a precedent to other stall holders, leading to an informal 
market on non-market days.

Members noted that the Town Centre Area Manager had no objection to the 
application.

The applicant was asked to make representation on the application.
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The applicant, Service Support Officer, Communication and Marketing Manager 
and the press left the meeting while the Panel considered the application.

The Panel considered the information put before it by the Service Support 
Officer and the representations received from the Town Council, Geraud 
Markets (UK) Ltd and the applicant.

Councillor B Miskelly moved that the application for street trading consent be 
refused on the grounds that granting the application would have conflicted with 
the legally constituted market or market franchise rights, contrary to paragraph 
3 (j) of the Council’s Revised Policy for Granting Street Trading Consent 
Applications. Councillor Hilary Harrington seconded.

A vote was taken; 5 voted in favour of refusing the application.

The motion in favour of refusing the application was carried.

The applicant, Service Support Officer, Communication and Marketing Manager 
and the press returned to the meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and the reasons it came to 
the conclusion.

The applicant was informed of the right to appeal.

Decision

Refused.

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel considered the application, the content of the officer’s report, the 
presentations received from the town council, Geraud Markets (UK) Ltd and the 
Town Centre Area Manager, as well as the presentations from the applicant.

In making its decision, the Panel sought to balance the interests of the applicant 
against the Council’s Revised Policy for Granting Street Trading Consent 
Applications and resolved that the application be refused.

Resolved

That the application for street trading consent be refused.

203. Application for the Grant of a Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licence 

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the 
Licensing Panel to consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Vehicle 
Licence which fell outside of the Council’s vehicle age policy.

The applicant’s representative was invited into the meeting.
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The Council’s policy stated that it would not licence a vehicle, on first 
application, aged four years and older. After first application a vehicle could be 
renewed providing it complied with certain requirements. If a vehicle licence 
expired it would revert to being a first application. Members were informed that 
the application before them was due to the latter, as the applicant had been 
unable to renew the licence prior to the expiry date due to mitigating 
circumstances.

The report set out details of the vehicle and the licence. 

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer explained the mitigating 
circumstances around the expiry of the licence. The applicant had applied for a 
licence renewal and paid online on 19 September 2016. The applicant followed 
procedure by next arranging an appointment with the Council’s Customer 
Services. The earliest appointment that could be offered was on Monday 26 
September 2016. The applicant attended with all relevant documentation and 
was advised that due the licence having expired on Saturday 24 September 
2016, the vehicle licence application would need to be referred to the Licensing 
Panel as it fell outside the Council’s vehicle age policy.

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the Hackney 
Carriage Vehicle Licence be granted due to both the application being 
submitted prior to the expiry date of its previous licence and all the 
documentation being valid at that date. Also due to it being outside the control 
of the applicant that the Council could not accommodate an appointment to 
ensure the vehicle licence could be renewed on time.

The applicant’s representative was asked to make representation on the 
application.

The applicant, Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer, Communication and 
Marketing Manager and the press and public left the meeting while the Panel 
considered the application.

The Panel considered the information put before it by the Senior Licensing and 
Compliance Officer and the representation made by the applicant’s 
representative.

Councillor T Annison moved that the application for the grant of a Hackney 
Carriage Vehicle Licence be approved as per the Senior Licensing and 
Compliance Officer’s recommendation. Councillor D Wilson seconded.

A vote was taken; 5 voted in favour of approving the application.

The motion in favour of approving the application was carried.

The applicant, Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer, Communication and 
Marketing Manager and the press and public returned to the meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and the reasons it came to 
the conclusion.
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The Panel made a statement that the Council was reviewing the application 
process.

Decision

Approved.

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel considered the application, the content of the officer’s report and the 
presentation received from the applicant’s representative.

In making its decision, the Panel noted that the application had been submitted 
prior to the expiry date of its previous licence, all the documentation was valid at 
that date and that it had been outside the control of the applicant that the 
Council could not accommodate an appointment to ensure the licence could be 
renewed on time. The Panel resolved that the application be approved.

Resolved

The application for the grant of a Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licence be 
approved.

The meeting closed at 11.00 am
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Wednesday 26 October 2016 at 2.30 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair)
Councillor Tony Annison Councillor Hilary Harrington
Councillor Billy Miskelly Councillor Jacqueline Mounsey

Staff Present

B Carlin, G Collinson, D Devine, C Fleming and J Morgan

224. Election of Chairman 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

225. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

226. Questions 

None received.

227. The Chairman will move: 

The Chairman moved that under Section 100 (A) (4) of the Local Government 
Act 1972, the public be excluded from the meeting for the following items on the 
grounds that they may involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as 
defined in paragraph 1 of part 1 of Schedule 12 (a) of the Act.

228. To consider the renewal of a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the 
renewal of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to 
hold such a licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on 
the application.

The applicant had provided a Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate 
as part of the application. The certificate contained information which fell within 
the Council’s policy for convictions. The conviction was dated 8 June 1978.

The applicant had provided his DVLA plastic driving licence card as part of the 
application. No penalty points were recorded.
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The applicant had provided a doctor’s medical that signed him as fit to drive as 
of 12 September 2016. The document would expire on 11 September 2019.

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for 
consideration.

The applicant had been free from convictions for 38 years and had no penalty 
points on his driving licence.

The applicant had been a licensed driver with Allerdale Borough Council since 
September 2004.

The DBS Certificate contained information under the section for Police Records 
of Convictions, Cautions, Reprimands and Warnings. Under the Rehabilitation 
of Offenders Act 1974 all of the applicant’s convictions were now spent. 
However, the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 was exempt for licensing 
Hackney Carriage or Private Hire Vehicle drivers. The Licensing Panel was 
entitled to take into consideration spent convictions when deciding whether the 
applicant was a fit and proper person to hold a Hackney Carriage Driver’s 
Licence.

Through the process for an Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service 
Certificate, checks were done on the following and no information was recorded 
against each part:

a) Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002;

b) DBS Children’s Barred List information;
c) DBS Adults’ Barred Lists information; and
d) Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 

discretion.

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out that an application 
would be referred to the Licensing Panel where any conviction or caution was 
disclosed as laid down in the relevant conviction guidance.

The Guidelines Relating to the Relevance of Convictions, contained within the 
Statement of Policy set out that formal cautions and endorsable fixed penalties 
would be treated as though they were convictions.

On the matter of indecency offences the Statement of Policy set out:

4. Indecency Offences

a) As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle drivers often 
carry unaccompanied passengers, applicants with convictions 
for sexual offences will normally be refused until they can show 
a substantial period free of such offences.
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b) Applications will be refused in cases where the applicant 
remains on the Sex Offenders Register.

c) Convictions relating to offences of indecency committed when 
the applicant was driving a Hackney Carriage or Private Hire 
Vehicle will be considered in a more serious light and a much 
longer period of rehabilitation will need to be demonstrated 
before a licence application will be entertained.

The report set out the following options available to the Licensing Panel:

a) Agree to renew the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for any period up 
to one year

b) Refuse to renew the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence under Section 
59(1)(a) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 
(not satisfied that the applicant was a fit and proper person to hold a 
driver’s licence)

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the Licensing Panel 
agree to renew the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of one year 
on the grounds that the Council’s policy on the relevance of convictions required 
an applicant to be free of indecency offences for a substantial length of time – 
the applicant’s most recent conviction was 38 years ago.

The applicant gave representation on his application.

The applicant and the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting 
while the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the information provided by the Licensing and 
Compliance officers and the representation made by the applicant.

The Panel considered the options available to it, set out in the report.

Councillor T Annison moved that the Licensing Panel agree to renew the 
Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of one year as per the officer’s 
recommendation. Councillor J Mounsey seconded.

A vote was taken; 4 in favour of agreeing to renew the Hackney Carriage 
Driver’s Licence, 0 against and 1 abstention.

The motion in favour of agreeing to renew the Hackney Carriage Driver’s 
Licence for a period of one year was carried.

The applicant and the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and the reasons for its 
decision.
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Decision

To agree to renew the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of one 
year.

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel made its decision having regard to the following:

 The applicant had been free from convictions for 38 years and had no 
penalty points on his driving licence.

 The applicant had been a licensed driver with Allerdale Borough Council 
since September 2004.

 The DBS Certificate contained information under the section for Police 
Records of Convictions, Cautions, Reprimands and Warnings. Under the 
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 all of the applicant’s convictions 
were now spent.

 Through the process for an Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service 
Certificate, checks were done on the following and no information was 
recorded against each part:

a) Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002;

b) DBS Children’s Barred List information;
c) DBS Adults’ Barred Lists information; and
d) Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 

discretion.

 The Council’s policy for the relevance of convictions required an 
applicant to be free of indecency offences for a substantial length of time 
– the applicant’s most recent conviction was 38 years ago.

Resolved

That it be agreed to renew the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period 
of one year.

229. To consider the grant of a Private Hire Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Private Hire Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such a 
licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on 
the application.
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The applicant had provided a Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate 
as part of the application. The certificate contained information which fell within 
the Council’s policy for convictions. The convictions were dated 19 August 1986 
and 6 February 1991.

The applicant had provided his DVLA plastic driving licence card as part of the 
application. No penalty points were recorded.

The applicant had provided a doctor’s medical that signed him as fit to drive.

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for 
consideration.

The applicant had been free from convictions for 25 years and had no penalty 
points on his driving licence.

The DBS Certificate contained information under the section for Police Records 
of Convictions, Cautions, Reprimands and Warnings. Under the Rehabilitation 
of Offenders Act 1974 all of the applicant’s convictions were now spent. 
However, the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 was exempt for licensing 
Hackney Carriage or Private Hire Vehicle drivers. The Licensing Panel was 
entitled to take into consideration spent convictions when deciding whether the 
applicant was a fit and proper person to hold a Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Through the process for an Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service 
Certificate, checks were done on the following and no information was recorded 
against each part:

a) Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002;

b) DBS Children’s Barred List information;
c) DBS Adults’ Barred Lists information; and
d) Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 

discretion.

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out that an application 
would be referred to the Licensing Panel where any conviction or caution was 
disclosed as laid down in the relevant conviction guidance.

The Guidelines Relating to the Relevance of Convictions, contained within the 
Statement of Policy set out that formal cautions and endorsable fixed penalties 
would be treated as though they were convictions.

On the matter of violence and abusive behaviour offences the Statement of 
Policy set out:

5. Violence and Abusive Behaviour

a) As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle drivers maintain 
close contact with the public, a firm line will be taken with 
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applicants who have convictions for violent or abusive 
offences. This category includes public order offences and 
criminal damage.

b) At least five years free of such convictions will normally be 
necessary before an application is entertained and even then a 
strict warning as to future conduct will be given.

c) Convictions for offences relating to violence committed when 
the applicant was driving a Hackney Carriage or Private Hire 
vehicle will be considered in a more serious light and a much 
longer period of rehabilitation will need to be demonstrated 
before a licence application will be entertained.

On the matter of dishonesty the Statement of Policy set out:

6. Dishonesty

a) Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle drivers are 
expected to be persons of trust. The widespread practice of 
delivering unaccompanied property is indicative of the trust 
that business people place in drivers. Moreover, it is 
comparatively easy for a dishonest driver to defraud the public 
by demanding more than the legal fare, etc. Foreign visitors 
can be confused by the change in currency and become “fair 
game” for an unscrupulous driver.

b) For these reasons a serious view will be taken of any 
conviction involving dishonesty. Normally, a period of three to 
five years free of conviction will be required before entertaining 
an application.

c) Convictions for offences relating to dishonesty committed 
when the applicant was driving a Hackney Carriage or Private 
Hire Vehicle will be considered in a more serious light and a 
much longer period of rehabilitation will need to be 
demonstrated before a licence application will be entertained.

The report set out the following options available to the Licensing Panel:

a) Agree to grant the Private Hire Driver’s Licence for any period up to one 
year

b) Refuse to grant the Private Hire Driver’s Licence under Section 51(a) of 
the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 (not satisfied 
that the applicant was a fit and proper person to hold a driver’s licence)

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the Licensing Panel 
agree to gran the Private Hire Driver’s Licence for a period of one year on the 
grounds that paragraphs 5(b) and 6(b) of the Council’s policy on the relevance 
of convictions stated that a period of five years and between three to five years 
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free of conviction would be required before entertaining an application – the 
applicant’s most recent conviction was 25 years ago.

The applicant gave representation on his application.

The applicant and the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting 
while the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the information provided by the Licensing and 
Compliance officers and the representation made by the applicant.

The Panel considered the options available to it, set out in the report.

Councillor J Mounsey moved that the Licensing Panel agree to grant the Private 
Hire Driver’s Licence for a period of one year as per the officer’s 
recommendation. Councillor T Annison seconded.

A vote was taken; 5 in favour of agreeing to grant the Private Hire Driver’s 
Licence, 0 against.

The motion in favour of agreeing to grant the Private Hire Driver’s Licence for a 
period of one year was carried.

The applicant and the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and the reasons for its 
decision.

Decision

To agree to grant the Private Hire Driver’s Licence for a period of one year.

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel made its decision having regard to the following:

 The applicant had been free from convictions for 25 years and had no 
penalty points on his driving licence.

 The DBS Certificate contained information under the section for Police 
Records of Convictions, Cautions, Reprimands and Warnings. Under the 
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 all of the applicant’s convictions 
were now spent.

 Through the process for an Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service 
Certificate, checks were done on the following and no information was 
recorded against each part:

a) Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002;

b) DBS Children’s Barred List information;
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c) DBS Adults’ Barred Lists information; and
d) Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 

discretion.

 Paragraphs 5(b) and 6(b) of the Council’s policy on the relevance of 
convictions stated that a period of five years and between three to five 
years free of conviction would be required before entertaining an 
application – the applicant’s most recent conviction was 25 years ago.

Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the Private Hire Driver’s Licence for a period of one 
year.

The meeting closed at 3.05 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Friday 25 November 2016 at 2.30 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair)
Councillor Tony Annison Councillor Billy Miskelly
Councillor Jacqueline Mounsey Councillor Christine Smith

Staff Present

B Carlin, H Carruthers, D Devine, C Fleming and D Fletcher

266. Election of Chairman 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

267. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

268. Questions 

None received.

269. Application for a premises licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider an application for a Premises Licence for Kitty Bell’s Country 
Store, Café and Bar, Wigton Road, Silloth, which had received representations 
under section 35 of the Licensing Act 2003.

The applicant, the applicant’s representatives and the interested party were 
invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer read through the information set out in 
the report.

The premises were in a rural location on Wigton Road towards Silloth. There 
were residential properties in the close vicinity. A plan of the area was provided 
with the report.

The application was originally made on 17 August 2016. It was found that the 
applicant had not advertised the application on the premises within the required 
timescale. The consultation was re started as of 1 September 2016 in 
agreement with the applicant.

The application was to allow the premises to provide regulated entertainment in 
the form of plays, films, live music, recorded music and anything of a similar 
description to those activities. The premises had also applied for the sale of 
alcohol and the provision of late night refreshment.
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The applicant had provided details on additional steps that would be taken to 
promote the licensing objectives:

 the prevention of crime and disorder
 public safety
 the prevention of public nuisance
 the protection of children from harm

The application included a plan of the premises which was provided to the 
Licensing Panel.

The application process allowed for responsible authorities and interested 
parties to make relevant representations about the likely effect of the grant of 
the application on the promotion of the licensing objectives.

Following consultation and mediation with the Environmental Health department 
the applicant had modified her application. The application included the 
following terms:

Regulated entertainment (on and off the premises):

Monday: 10:00 – 23:00
Tuesday: 10:00 – 23:00
Wednesday: 10:00 – 23:00
Thursday: 10:00 – 23:00
Friday: 10:00 – 23:00
Saturday: 10:00 – 23:00
Sunday: 10:00 – 23:00

Supply of alcohol (on and off the premises):

Monday: 10:00 – 23:00
Tuesday: 10:00 – 23:00
Wednesday: 10:00 – 23:00
Thursday: 10:00 – 23:00
Friday: 10:00 – 23:00
Saturday: 10:00 – 23:00
Sunday: 10:00 – 23:00

Premises open to the public:

Monday: 10:00 – 23:30
Tuesday: 10:00 – 23:30
Wednesday: 10:00 – 23:30
Thursday: 10:00 – 23:30
Friday: 10:00 – 23:30
Saturday: 10:00 – 23:30
Sunday: 10:00 – 23:30

The following conditions were also agreed between the applicant and the 
Environmental Health department:
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a) Each socket outlet circuit or individual socket outlets used for public 
entertainment shall be protected by an integral residual current device 
(RCD) having a rated residual operating current not exceeding 30mA 
(0.03 amps).

b) Every such circuit and residual current device shall be inspected and 
tested at intervals specified by a competent person. A satisfactory and 
valid inspection report shall be available on site for inspection by an 
authorised officer of the authority.

c) There shall be maintained on the premises at all times an adequate and 
appropriate supply of first aid equipment and materials for the use of 
customers.

The Environmental Health department had sought clarification on the 
applicant’s proposed condition to immediately remove litter and rubbish. The 
applicant had stated that litter and rubbish would be removed as an opening 
routine activity, as a closing routine activity and as required at other times.

The applicant agreed to the modify the conditions of the licence on 30 
September 2016 and as a result the Environmental Health department was 
satisfied that the premises licence application would not cause a detriment to 
the licensing objectives and withdrew their representation.

No other responsible authorities made representations in relation to the 
application.

Representations had been received from interested parties both for and against 
the application. The representations were included in the officer’s report.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer presented the Licensing Panel with the 
following available options permitted under section 18(4) of the Licensing Act 
2003:

a) Grant the licence subject to mandatory conditions and conditions 
included in the operating schedule

b) Exclude from the scope of the licence any licensable activity

c) Refuse to specify a person in the licence as the premises supervisor

d) Reject the application

The applicant made representation on the application.

The interested party made representation on the application.

The applicant, the applicant’s representatives, the interested party and the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while the Panel considered 
the application.
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The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided in the 
officer’s report and all representations received and made at the meeting, which 
focused on the licensing objectives.

It was noted that no representations or objections were received from the 
responsible authorities, although modifications to the licence application were 
agreed with the Environmental Health department.

The Panel took into account the licensing objectives, national guidance issued 
under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 and the Council’s licensing policy.

The Panel sought to balance the interests of the interested persons against the 
interests of the applicant and the licensing objectives.

Councillor T Annison moved that the Licensing Panel agree to grant the licence 
subject to mandatory conditions and conditions included in the operating 
schedule. Councillor J Mounsey seconded.

A vote was taken; 5 in favour of agreeing to grant the licence, 0 against.

The motion in favour of agreeing to grant the licence subject to mandatory 
conditions and conditions included in the operating schedule was carried.

In reaching its decision, the Licensing Panel was mindful that if concerns about 
the operation of the premises were to arise, it would be possible for the licence 
to be reviewed.

The applicant, the applicant’s representatives, the interested party and the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the meeting.

The Licensing Panel informed those present of its decision and the reasons for 
the decision.

All parties were informed of their right to appeal to the Magistrates Court within 
21 days of being notified of the licensing authority’s determination of the 
application.

Decision

To agree to grant the licence subject to mandatory conditions and conditions 
included in the operating schedule.

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel made its decision having regard to the following:

 The licensing objectives:

 The prevention of crime and disorder
 Public safety
 The prevention of public nuisance
 The protection of children from harm
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 National guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 
and the Council’s Licensing Policy

 The Licensing and Compliance Officer’s report

 Representations received from the applicant and from interested parties 
which focused on the four licensing objectives

 No representations or objections were received from the responsible 
authorities, although modifications to the licence application were agreed 
with environmental health

Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the licence subject to mandatory conditions and 
conditions included in the operating schedule.

The meeting closed at 3.50 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Wednesday 14 December 2016 at 2.30 pm

Members

A H Kendall (Chairman)

T Annison
B Miskelly

D Wilson

Apologies for absence were received from Councillor B Pegram

Staff Present

B Carlin, H Carruthers, D Devine and D Fletcher

290 Election of Chairman 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

291 Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

292 Questions 

None received.

293 To consider an application to renew a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Chairman moved that under Section 100 (A) (4) of the Local Government 
Act 1972, the public be excluded from the meeting for the following item on the 
grounds that it may involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as 
defined in paragraph 1 of part 1 of Schedule 12 (a) of the Act.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application to renew a 
Hackney Carriage Drivers Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such a 
licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer outlined the reasons for the application 
being brought before the Panel. The applicant had submitted an online 
application and provided a Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate (DBS) as 
part of the application which contained information falling within the Council’s 
policy for convictions.

Verification of the applicant’s driving licence revealed that the applicant had 
received 3 penalty points for a speeding offence on 4 March 2014.
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The applicant had received a conviction on 13 August 1980 for traffic offences 
and a conviction on 25 January 1991 for a theft offence. The Council’s 
Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal Convictions Relating 
to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a Hackney Carriage/Private 
Hire Vehicle Driver’s Licence set out:

2. Traffic Offences

(a) Traffic Offences [Minor]

(i) Isolated convictions for minor traffic offences e.g. 
obstruction, waiting in a restricted street, speeding etc., 
should not normally prevent a person from being granted a 
licence.

(ii) If an applicant has 8 or more current penalty points on their 
DVLA driving licence the application will be considered by 
the Licensing Sub Committee to determine his/her 
suitability.

(iii) Convictions relating to minor driving offences committed 
when the applicant was driving a Hackney Carriage or 
Private Hire vehicle will be considered in a more serious 
light.

(b) Traffic Offences [Major]

(i) More than one conviction for driving without due care and 
attention or similar offence etc., within the last two years 
will usually merit refusal and normally no further application 
will be entertained until a period of at least three years free 
from convictions has elapsed.

(ii) Convictions for more serious motoring offences such as 
causing death by dangerous, careless driving or 
manslaughter will be treated more seriously and a longer 
period free of conviction (normally a period of between 5 
and 10 years) will be required before an application is 
entertained.

6. Dishonesty

(a) Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle drivers are expected 
to be persons of trust. The widespread practice of delivering 
unaccompanied property is indicative of the trust that business 
people place in drivers. Moreover, it is comparatively easy for a 
dishonest driver to defraud the public by demanding more than the 
legal fare, etc. Foreign visitors can be confused by the change in 
currency and become “fair game” for an unscrupulous driver.
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(b) For these reasons a serious view will be taken of any conviction 
involving dishonesty. Normally, a period of three to five years free 
of conviction will be required before entertaining an application.

(c) Convictions for offences relating to dishonesty committed when 
the applicant was driving a Hackney Carriage or Private Hire 
Vehicle will be considered in a more serious light and a much 
longer period of rehabilitation will need to be demonstrated before 
a licence application will be entertained.

The Statement of Policy Guidelines Relating to the Relevance of Convictions 
set out:

1. General Arrangements for Determining an Application when a Criminal 
Conviction has to be taken into account.

(a) All convictions will be considered on merit, having regard to the 
Council's Statement of Policy and these guidelines relating to the 
Relevance of Criminal Convictions, and will be weighed against 
the need to protect the public.

(b) The application will be determined by the Licensing Department 
and if any conviction or caution, as laid down in the following 
relevant conviction guidance, is disclosed through either the 
application or the Criminal Records Bureau check, the application 
will be referred to the Licensing Sub Committee.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer informed members that immigration 
checks would need to be done on the applicant if the Panel was minded to 
agree to renew the licence.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer’s recommendation was that the Hackney 
Carriage Driver Licence be renewed subject to immigration checks, due to the 
applicant’s last conviction being 25 years ago.

The applicant was asked to make representation on the application.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer and applicant left the meeting while the 
Panel considered the application.

The Panel considered the information put before it by the Licensing and 
Compliance Officer and the representation made by the applicant.

Councillor T Annison moved that the application to renew a Hackney Carriage 
Driver Licence be approved as per the Licensing and Compliance Officer’s 
recommendation. Councillor D Wilson seconded.

A vote was taken; 4 voted in favour of approving the application.

The motion in favour of approving the application was carried.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer and applicant returned to the meeting.
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The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and the reasons for coming 
to the conclusion.

Decision

Approved subject to immigration checks

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel considered the application, the content of the officer’s report and the 
presentation received from the applicant.

In making its decision, the Panel noted that the applicant’s last conviction was 
received on 25 January 1991.

The applicant has previously held a hackney carriage drivers licence without 
issue. The current policy states that applicants with convictions for dishonesty 
should be free of such convictions for between three and five years. The policy 
does not mention offences for driving whilst disqualified but advises that if an 
applicant is disqualified from driving then a period of at least 12 months, after 
the restoration of the driving licence, should normally be required before an 
application is entertained. However, the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 is 
exempt for licensing hackney carriage or private hire vehicle drivers and 
Members are entitled to take into consideration spent convictions when deciding 
whether the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold a driver’s licence.

Resolved

That the application to renew a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence be approved 
subject to immigration checks.

The meeting closed at 2.40 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Wednesday 1 February 2017 at 2.30 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair)
Councillor Joan Ellis Councillor Malcolm Grainger
Councillor Billy Miskelly Councillor Jacqueline Mounsey

Staff Present

B Carlin, G Collinson, D Devine, C Fleming and J Morgan

344. Election of Chairman 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

345. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

346. Questions 

None received.

347. To consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on 
the application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for convictions

 DVLA plastic driving licence – 3 penalty points were noted

 Doctors Medical dated 17 December 2016 – the doctor had signed the 
applicant as fit to act as a driver of a hackney carriage

Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:
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 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for 
consideration as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:

36. Minor Traffic Offences

36.1 Convictions for minor traffic offences should not prevent a person from 
proceeding with an application for a Private Hire or Hackney Carriage 
driver licence; however, an application containing multiple offences of 
this nature and convictions relating to minor driving offences committed 
when the applicant was driving a Hackney Carriage or Private Hire 
vehicle will be considered in a more serious light.

42. Violence

42.1 As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle drivers maintain close 
contact with the public, a firm line should be taken with applicants who 
have convictions for grievous bodily harm, wounding or assault. At least 
3 years free of such convictions should be shown before an application is 
entertained and even then a strict warning should be administered.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer had recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed a conviction which fell under the violence category of the Council’s 
policy. Paragraph 7.1 of the policy stated that an applicant should remain free of 
conviction for an appropriate period (in this case, three years), until an 
application could be entertained. The offence, although isolated, was committed 
in 2012 and therefore the amount of time that had passed did not show a 
significant reduction in the risk to the public.

The applicant gave representation on his application.

The applicant and the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting 
while the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance officers, the representation made by the applicant 
and advice from officers. The Panel also considered the relevant legislation and 
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the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Councillor J Mounsey moved that the Licensing Panel agree to grant the 
Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of 6 months. Councillor A 
Kendall seconded.

A vote was taken; 5 in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s 
Licence, 0 against.

The motion in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
for a period of six months was carried.

After a period of six months, if the applicant remained free from incident, the 
licence could be extended by another six months by the Licensing and 
Compliance officers.

The applicant and the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

In accordance with the Council’s policy, the Licensing Panel took the 
opportunity to issue a strict warning about the applicant’s future conduct and 
reminded him that the Council had enforcement powers which would be 
exercised in the event that it would become necessary to do so.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To agree to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of six 
months

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Licensing Panel noted that the applicant’s most 
recent conviction was five years ago and was a very serious offence. However, 
the Panel noted that it was an isolated offence and that applicant had clearly 
shown remorse.

The applicant had explained that he had settled down and changed his life. In 
addition, he had obtained security clearance elsewhere which satisfied 
Members of his good character. 

Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of 
six months
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348. To consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on 
the application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for convictions

 DVLA plastic driving licence – no penalty points were noted

 Doctors Medical dated 21 November 2016 – the doctor had signed the 
applicant as fit to act as a driver of a hackney carriage

Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for 
consideration as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:

33. While it is possible that an applicant may have a number of convictions 
that, individually, meet the above guidelines, the overall offending history 
must be considered when period of time is more likely to give cause for 
concern than an isolated minor conviction. Obviously some discretion 
can be afforded if an offence disclosed is isolated and there are 
mitigating circumstances, but the overriding consideration is the 
protection of the public.
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42. Violence

42.1 As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle drivers maintain close 
contact with the public, a firm line should be taken with applicants who 
have convictions for grievous bodily harm, wounding or assault. At least 
3 years free of such convictions should be shown before an application is 
entertained and even then a strict warning should be administered.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer had recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed there to be a long history of convictions for violence offences showing a 
particular pattern of offending.

The applicant gave representation on his application.

The applicant and the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting 
while the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance officers, the representation made by the applicant 
and advice from officers. The Panel also considered the relevant legislation and 
the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Councillor J Mounsey moved that the Licensing Panel agree to refuse to grant 
the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence. Councillor A Kendall seconded.

A vote was taken; 5 in favour of agreeing to refuse to grant the Hackney 
Carriage Driver’s Licence, 0 against.

The motion in favour of agreeing to refuse to grant the Hackney Carriage 
Driver’s Licence was carried.

The applicant and the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To refuse to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Licensing Panel listened to the applicant’s statement 
and sought to balance his interests against the overriding objective to protect 
the safety of the public. The applicant’s DBS certificate showed there to be a 
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long history of convictions for very serious offences including violence and 
serious motoring offences, with a pattern of offending.

Resolved

That it be agreed to refuse to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
under Section 59(1)(a) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 
1976 (not satisfied that the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold a driver’s 
licence)

349. To consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant and his representative were invited into the meeting.

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on 
the application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for convictions

 DVLA plastic driving licence – no penalty points were noted

 Doctors Medical dated 22 November 2016 – the doctor had signed the 
applicant as fit to act as a driver of a hackney carriage

Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for 
consideration as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:
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33. While it is possible that an applicant may have a number of convictions 
that, individually, meet the above guidelines, the overall offending history 
must be considered when period of time is more likely to give cause for 
concern than an isolated minor conviction. Obviously some discretion 
can be afforded if an offence disclosed is isolated and there are 
mitigating circumstances, but the overriding consideration is the 
protection of the public.

37. Serious Road Traffic 

37.1 A serious view will be taken of serious road traffic offences. An isolated 
incident in the past will not necessarily stop a Private Hire or Hackney 
Carriage driver licence being granted provided he/she has been free of 
conviction for 3 years; however strict warning should be given as to 
future behaviour. More than one conviction for these offences would 
normally prevent a licence being granted or renewed.

38. Drink driving/driving under the influence of drugs

38.1 As licensees are professional vocational drivers, a serious view is taken 
of convictions for driving, or being in charge of a vehicle while under the 
influence of drink or drugs. An isolated incident would not necessarily 
debar an applicant from proceeding on the restoration of his DVLA 
driving licence but he should be warned as to the significant risk to his 
licence status in the event of re-offending.

38.2 More than one conviction for these offences raises significant doubts as 
to the applicant's fitness to drive the public. At least 3 years, after the 
restoration of the driving licence following a drink drive conviction should 
elapse before an application will be considered. If there is any suggestion 
that the applicant is alcohol or drug dependent, a satisfactory special 
medical report must be provided before the application can be allowed to 
proceed.

42. Violence

42.1 As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle drivers maintain close 
contact with the public, a firm line should be taken with applicants who 
have convictions for grievous bodily harm, wounding or assault. At least 
3 years free of such convictions should be shown before an application is 
entertained and even then a strict warning should be administered.

43. Dishonesty

43.1 Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle drivers are expected to be 
persons of trust. The widespread practice of delivering unaccompanied 
property is indicative of the trust that business people place in drivers. 
Moreover, it is comparatively easy for a dishonest driver to defraud the 
public by demanding more than the legal fare, etc. Overseas visitors can 
be confused by the change in currency and become ‘fair game’ for an 
unscrupulous driver. For these reasons a serious view should be taken of 
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any conviction involving dishonesty. In general, a period of 3 years free 
of conviction should be required before entertaining an application.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer had recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed there to be a long history of convictions for a variety of reasons which 
included violence and serious road traffic offences. The Council’s policy stated 
that having more than one serious road traffic offence would normally prevent a 
licence being granted or renewed.

The applicant and his representative gave representation on the application.

The applicant produced letters containing offers of employment, should the 
licence be granted.

The applicant, his representative and the Senior Licensing and Compliance 
Officer left the meeting while the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance officers, the representation made by the applicant 
and his representative and advice from officers. The Panel also considered the 
relevant legislation and the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the 
Relevance of Criminal Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application 
or Renewal for a Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Councillor B Miskelly moved that the Licensing Panel agree to refuse to grant 
the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence. Councillor J Mounsey seconded.

A vote was taken; 5 in favour of agreeing to refuse to grant the Hackney 
Carriage Driver’s Licence, 0 against.

The motion in favour of agreeing to refuse to grant the Hackney Carriage 
Driver’s Licence was carried.

The applicant, his representative and the Senior Licensing and Compliance 
Officer returned to the meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To refuse to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Licensing Panel listened to the applicant’s statement 
and the letters he produced at the meeting, and sought to balance his interests 
against the overriding objective to protect the safety of the public. The 
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applicant’s DBS certificate showed there to be a long history of convictions for a 
variety of very serious offences including violence, dishonesty, serious motoring 
offences and drink driving, with a pattern of offending.

Resolved

That it be agreed to refuse to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
under Section 59(1)(a) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 
1976 (not satisfied that the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold a driver’s 
licence)

The meeting closed at 4.15 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Tuesday 14 February 2017 at 2.30 pm

Members

Councillor Ron Munby (Chair)
Councillor Joan Ellis Councillor Malcolm Grainger
Councillor Billy Miskelly Councillor Bill Pegram

Staff Present

B Carlin, D Devine, D Fletcher and J Morgan

355. Election of Chairman 

Councillor R Munby was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

356. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

357. Questions 

None received.

358. Application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant and his prospective employer were invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for 
convictions. The conviction was dated 14 July 1981

 DVLA plastic driving licence – 8 current penalty points were noted. The 
licence also displayed 3 penalty points which had expired on 7 
November 2016 but could not be removed until 7 November 2017 and 3 
points which expired on 30 October 2016 but could not be removed until 
30 October 2017
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 DVLA driver qualification card – showing that the applicant had 
completed a Certificate of Professional Competence, demonstrating his 
ability and entitlement to drive larger passenger vehicles

 Doctors Medical dated 20 January 2017 – the doctor had signed the 
applicant as fit to act as a driver of a hackney carriage

Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration 
as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:

36. Minor Traffic Offences

36.1 Convictions for minor traffic offences should not prevent a person from 
proceeding with an application for a Private Hire or Hackney Carriage 
driver licence; however, an application containing multiple offences of 
this nature and convictions relating to minor driving offences committed 
when the applicant was driving a Hackney Carriage or Private Hire 
vehicle will be considered in a more serious light.

36.2 If an applicant has 8 or more current penalty points on their DVLA driving 
licence the application will be considered by the Licensing Panel to 
determine his/her suitability.

41. Indecency Offences

41.1 As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle drivers often carry 
unaccompanied passengers including schoolchildren and vulnerable 
adults, applicants with convictions for indecent exposure, indecent 
assault, importuning, or any of the more serious sexual offences, should 
be refused until they can show a substantial period of at least 3 years 
free of such offences. More than one conviction of this kind should 
preclude consideration for at least 5 years. In either case if a licence is 
granted a strict warning as to future conduct should be issued.
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41.6 Any application with a conviction within this category will automatically be 
put before the Council’s Licensing Panel for determination.

The applicant had previously made an application for a Hackney Carriage 
Driver’s Licence, refused by the Licensing Panel on 29 June 2016. At the time 
of the meeting the applicant had 11 penalty points on his DVLA driving licence 
in addition to the information on his DBS certificate. A further 3 points were 
waiting to be added to the driving licence which was noted at the time. The 
application was refused due to the penalty points on the licence.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed a clear offending pattern relating to speeding, the most recent 
conviction being in 2015. The offence revealed on the DBS certificate, although 
committed almost 36 years ago, was considered serious enough to be 
automatically referred to the Licensing Panel and was to be taken into 
consideration when the Panel was to make its decision.

The applicant and his prospective employer gave representation on the 
application.

The applicant, his prospective employer and the Licensing and Compliance 
Officer left the meeting while the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer, the representation made by the applicant 
and his prospective employer and advice from officers. The Panel also 
considered the relevant legislation and the Council’s Statement of Policy 
Concerning the Relevance of Criminal Convictions Relating to the 
Determination of Application or Renewal for a Hackney Carriage/Private Hire 
Driver’s Licence.

Councillor B Miskelly moved that the Licensing Panel agree to refuse to grant 
the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence. The motion was not seconded and was 
lost.

Councillor B Pegram moved that the Licensing Panel agree to grant the licence 
for a period of three months. Councillor M Grainger seconded.

A vote was taken; 5 in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s 
Licence, 0 against.

The motion in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
for a period of three months was carried.

After a period of three months, if the applicant remained free from incident, the 
licence could be extended by another nine months by the Licensing and 
Compliance officers.

The applicant, his prospective employer and the Licensing and Compliance 
Officer returned to the meeting.
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The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

In accordance with the Council’s policy, the Licensing Panel took the 
opportunity to issue a strict warning about the applicant’s future conduct and 
reminded him that the Council had enforcement powers which would be 
exercised in the event that it would become necessary to do so.

The Panel recommended that the applicant attend speed awareness training.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To agree to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of three 
months

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Licensing Panel noted that the applicant’s most 
recent conviction was close to 36 years ago and was a very serious offence. 
However, the Panel noted that it was an isolated offence.

The Panel noted that the applicant currently had 8 penalty points on his DVLA 
driving licence for speeding offences. However, the Panel noted that the most 
recent speeding offence was over 18 months ago and the applicant had 
explained he had learned his lesson. The Panel was satisfied that the applicant 
took the matter of public and passenger safety very seriously.

Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of 
three months

359. Application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant and his prospective employer were invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for 
convictions. The caution was dated 16 July 2012
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 DVLA plastic driving licence – no penalty points were noted

 Doctors Medical dated 16 December 2016 – the doctor had signed the 
applicant as fit to act as a driver of a hackney carriage

Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration 
as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:

Cautions

29. Admission of guilt is required before a caution can be issued. Every case 
will be considered on its own merits including the details and nature of 
the offence.

42. Violence

42.1 As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle drivers maintain close 
contact with the public, a firm line should be taken with applicants who 
have convictions for grievous bodily harm, wounding or assault. At least 
3 years free of such convictions should be shown before an application is 
entertained and even then a strict warning should be administered.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed a caution for a violence offence in the last 5 years. The Statement of 
Policy stated that cautions would be considered on their own merits and due to 
the length of time which had passed it was recommended refusal in order to 
ensure the safety of the travelling public.

The applicant and his prospective employer gave representation on the 
application.
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The applicant, his prospective employer and the Licensing and Compliance 
Officer left the meeting while the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer, the representation made by the applicant 
and his prospective employer and advice from officers. The Panel also 
considered the relevant legislation and the Council’s Statement of Policy 
Concerning the Relevance of Criminal Convictions Relating to the 
Determination of Application or Renewal for a Hackney Carriage/Private Hire 
Driver’s Licence.

Councillor B Pegram moved that the Licensing Panel agree to refuse to grant 
the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence. Councillor J Ellis seconded.

A vote was taken; 5 in favour of agreeing to refuse to grant the Hackney 
Carriage Driver’s Licence, 0 against.

The motion in favour of agreeing to refuse to grant the Hackney Carriage 
Driver’s Licence was carried.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To refuse to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Licensing Panel listened to the applicant’s 
representation and considered the comments from his prospective employer 
and sought to balance his interests against the overriding objective to protect 
the safety of the public. The applicant’s DBS certificate showed there to be a 
caution for a very serious violence offence in the last 5 years.

Resolved

That it be agreed to refuse to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
under Section 59(1)(a) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 
1976 (not satisfied that the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold a driver’s 
licence)

The meeting closed at 4.10 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Lonsdale Room, Allerdale House on Friday 
26 May 2017 at 2.30 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair) Councillor Malcolm Grainger 
Councillor Hilary Harrington Councillor Jacqueline Mounsey
Councillor Bill Pegram

Staff Present

D Devine, D Fletcher and J Morgan

16. Election of Chair 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

17. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

18. Questions 

None received.

The Chair moved: 

That under Section 100 (A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the public 
be excluded from the meeting for the following items on the grounds that they 
may involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in 
paragraph 1 of part 1 of Schedule 12 (a) of the Act.

19. To consider an application for a Private Hire Vehicle 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider an application for a Private Hire Vehicle Licence which fell 
outside of the Council’s Vehicle Age Policy.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The vehicle was previously licenced as a private hire vehicle. However, the 
licence had expired on 27 April 2017 and without a valid renewal application 
had to be considered as a new application.

The report set out details of the vehicle and the licence. 

Tests had been carried out by an independent engineer on 18 April 2017. The 
engineer’s report was submitted on 24 April 2017.
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The applicant confirmed that the recommendations from the independent 
engineer had been carried out.

The applicant informed the Panel that contrary to the report which set out that 
the application to licence the vehicle was received on 12 May 2017, it was 
received on 4 May 2017. The Licensing and Compliance Officer confirmed this.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the application for a 
Private Hire Vehicle Licence be refused on the grounds that the applicant had 
not complied with the conditions contained in the Vehicle Age Policy before the 
licence expired.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while 
the Panel considered the application.

Members considered the application, the officer’s report, representations from 
the applicant and advice from officers. The Panel also considered relevant 
legislation and the Council’s Vehicle Age Policy.

Members noted that the relevant work had been requested by the independent 
engineer prior to the date of the expiry of the licence and that all the 
documentation was valid at that date and that receipt of the engineer’s report 
had been out of the control of the applicant.

Councillor H Harrington moved that the Panel agree to delegate power to the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer to grant the licence for a private hire vehicle 
for a period of one year, on receipt of documentation to evidence that the work 
required by the engineer’s report had been completed. Councillor M Grainger 
seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of agreeing to delegate power to the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer to grant the licence was unanimous.

The motion in favour of agreeing to delegate power to the Licensing and 
Compliance Officer to grant the licence was carried.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision.

The Panel asked that the applicant advise the independent engineer that it was 
imperative that any future reports were received on time to ensure that the 
situation did not happen in the future.

Decision

Approved
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Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Panel noted that the relevant work had been 
requested by the independent engineer prior to the date of the expiry of the 
licence and that all the documentation was valid at that date and that receipt of 
the engineer’s report had been out of the control of the applicant.

Resolved

Power be delegated to the Licensing and Compliance Officer to grant the 
licence for a private hire vehicle for a period of one year, on receipt of 
documentation to evidence that the work required by the engineer’s report has 
been completed.

20. To consider an application for a Private Hire Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Private Hire Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such a 
licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for 
convictions. The conviction was dated 9 January 2014

 DVLA plastic driving licence – no penalty points were noted

 Doctors Medical – the doctor had signed the applicant as fit to act as a 
driver of a hackney carriage

Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion
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The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration 
as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:

42. Violence

42.1 As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle drivers maintain close 
contact with the public, a firm line should be taken with applicants who 
have convictions for grievous bodily harm, wounding or assault. At least 
3 years free of such convictions should be shown before an application is 
entertained and even then a strict warning should be administered.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed a conviction for a violence offence in on 9 January 2014. The 
Statement of Policy stated that a firm line should be taken with applicants who 
had convictions for violence. The application had been entertained as the 
applicant had more than three years free of violence convictions but the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer noted that this milestone was only passed in 
January 2017.

The applicant gave representation on the application.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while 
the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer, the representations made by the applicant 
and advice from officers. The Panel also considered the relevant legislation and 
the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Councillor H Harrington moved that the Licensing Panel agree to grant the 
Private Hire Driver’s Licence for a period of one year. Councillor M Grainger 
seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of agreeing to grant the Private Hire 
Driver’s Licence for a period of one year was unanimous.

The motion in favour of agreeing to grant the Private Hire Driver’s Licence for a 
period of one year was carried.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision.
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The Panel issued the applicant with a strict warning about her future conduct 
and reminded her that the Council had enforcement powers which it would 
exercise in the event that it became necessary to do so.

Decision

To agree to grant the Private Hire Driver’s Licence, subject to receipt of 
satisfactory documentation to prove entitlement to work in the UK as required 
by the Immigration Act 2016.

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Licensing Panel noted that the applicant’s most 
recent conviction was dated three years and four months ago and was a serious 
offence. However, the Panel noted that that it was an isolated offence and that 
the applicant had clearly shown remorse.

The applicant had explained that she had a very difficult period in her life and 
that she wished to change her life and return to work.

In accordance with the Council’s policy, the Licensing Panel took the 
opportunity to issue the applicant with a strict warning about her future conduct 
and reminded her that the Council had enforcement powers which it would 
exercise in the event that it became necessary to do so.

Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the Private Hire Driver’s Licence for a period of one 
year, subject to receipt of satisfactory documentation to prove entitlement to 
work in the UK as required by the Immigration Act 2016

The meeting closed at 3.27 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Wednesday 26 July 2017 at 1.30 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair)
Councillor Malcolm Grainger Councillor Peter Kendall
Councillor Billy Miskelly Councillor David Wilson

Staff Present

B Carlin, G Collinson, D Fletcher, K Magnay, J Morgan and M Tomlinson

77. Election of Chair 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

78. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

79. Questions 

None received.

80. Application for Street Trading Consent - CS24 

The Service Support Officer submitted a report for the Licensing Panel to 
consider an application for street trading consent in accordance with Section 3 
of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982.

The application was for street trading consent for the sale of phone ice cream 
on Criffel Street, Silloth – opposite the junction with Caldew Street on Bank 
Holiday Monday 28 August 2017 between 11am to 7pm.

Members were informed that through consultation, which had been carried out 
in accordance with the Council’s guidelines for dealing with street trading 
consent applications, comments had been received from Silloth Town Council 
and the Town Centre Area Manager who objected to the application on the 
grounds that there were more than enough food outlets in the town, who all had 
to pay business rates and make a living throughout the year. There were 
several concerns raised at the same event last year about the ice-cream van 
being in close proximity to the shops that sold similar goods.

The Panel considered the information put before it by the Service Support 
Officer and the representations received from the Town Council and the Town 
Centre Area Manager.

Councillor D Wilson moved that the application for street trading consent be 
refused. Councillor M Grainger seconded.
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A vote was taken; the vote in favour of refusing the application was unanimous.

The motion in favour of refusing the application was carried.

Decision

Refused.

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel refused the application for street trading consent on the grounds that 
the application was contrary to section 3(d) of the Council’s Revised Policy for 
Granting Street Trading Consent which set out:

3. Where the imposition of conditions is not adequate to control potential 
problems, applications will be refused. Refusal or withdrawal of street 
trading consents will be normal in the following circumstances:-

(d) where granting of a consent for the sale of goods or services 
would conflict with those provided by nearby shops

Resolved

That application for street trading consent be refused.

M Tomlinson, Service Support Officer left the meeting  

The Chair moved: 

That under Section 100 (A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the public 
be excluded from the meeting for the following items on the grounds that they 
may involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in 
paragraph 1 of part 1 of Schedule 12 (a) of the Act.

81. To consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for 
convictions. The conviction was dated 2009
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 DVLA plastic driving licence – It contained no current penalty points

 Doctors Medical dated 2 June 2017 – the doctor had signed the applicant 
as fit to act as a driver of a hackney carriage

 Certificate of Professional Competence valid from 1 December 2016 
which exempted him from the requirement to take any additional driving 
test.

Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration 
as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:

16. Convictions, warnings, cautions or charges awaiting trial, the Council will 
look into:

16.1 how relevant the offence(s) are to the licence being applied for.
16.2 how serious the offence(s) were.
16.3 when the offence(s) were committed.
16.4 the date of conviction.
16.5 circumstances of the individual concerned
16.6 sentence imposed by the court.
16.7 whether they form part of a pattern of offending.
16.8 any other character check considered reasonable (e.g. personal
references)
16.9 any other factors that might be relevant.

42. Violence

42.1 As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle drivers maintain close 
contact with the public, a firm line should be taken with applications who 
have convictions for grievous bodily harm, wounding or assault. At least 
3 years free of such convictions should be shown before an application is 
entertained and even then a strict warning should be administered. 
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The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed there to be a violence offence in 2009.

The applicant gave representation on the application.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while 
the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer, the representation made by the applicant 
and advice from officers. The Panel also considered the relevant legislation and 
the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Councillor M Grainger moved that the Licensing Panel agree to grant the 
licence for a period of six months. Councillor D Wilson seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage 
Driver’s Licence for a period of six months was unanimous.

The motion in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
for a period of six months was carried.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

In accordance with the Council’s policy, the Licensing Panel took the 
opportunity to issue a strict warning about future conduct and reminded the 
applicant that the Council had enforcement powers which it would exercise in 
the event that it became necessary to do so.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To agree to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of six 
months, after which the decision to continue to grant the licence would be 
delegated to the Licensing Officer should there be no further issues.

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Licensing Panel noted that the applicant’s most 
recent conviction was over seven years ago, and was a serious offence.
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However, the panel noted that it was an isolated offence and the applicant had 
clearly shown remorse.

Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of 
six months

82. To consider an application for a Private Hire Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Private Hire Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such a 
licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for 
convictions. The conviction was dated 12 May  2010.

 DVLA plastic driving licence – no penalty points were noted

 Doctors Medical dated 19 May 2017 – the doctor had signed the 
applicant as fit to act as a driver of a hackney carriage

Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration 
as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:
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43. Dishonesty

43.1 As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle drivers are expected to be 
persons of trust. The widespread practice of delivering unaccompanied 
property is indicative of the trust that business people place in drivers. 
Moreover, it is comparatively easy for a dishonest driver to defraud the 
public by demanding more than the legal fare, etc. Overseas visitors can 
be confused by the change in currency and become ‘fair game’ for an 
unscrupulous driver. For these reasons a serious view should be taken of 
any conviction involving dishonesty. In general, a period of 3 years free 
of conviction should be required before entertaining an application.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed a caution for a dishonesty offence  on 12 May 2010. The Statement of 
Policy stated that a very serious view should be taken with applicants who had 
dishonesty offences. The application had been entertained as the applicant had 
more than three years free of dishonesty offences.

The applicant gave representation on the application.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while 
the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer, the representations made by the applicant 
and advice from officers. The Panel also considered the relevant legislation and 
the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Councillor D Wilson moved that the Licensing Panel agree to grant the Private 
Hire Driver’s Licence for a period of six months. Councillor B Miskelly seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of agreeing to grant the Private Hire 
Driver’s Licence for a period of six months was unanimous.

The motion in favour of agreeing to grant the Private Hire Driver’s Licence for a 
period of six months was carried.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision.

The Panel issued the applicant with a strict warning about her future conduct 
and reminded her that the Council had enforcement powers which it would 
exercise in the event that it became necessary to do so.

The applicant was informed that if she was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council she had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.
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Decision

To agree to grant the Private Hire Driver’s Licence for a period of six months, 
after which the decision to continue to grant the licence would be delegated to 
the Licensing Officer should there be no further issues.

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Licensing Panel noted that the applicant’s caution 
was from 2010. However, the Panel noted that that it was an isolated offence. 
The Panel also noted that the applicant currently worked in a position which 
required security clearance and had an SIA licence.

Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the Private Hire Driver’s Licence for a period of six 
months.

J Morgan, Legal Executive left the meeting  

G Collinson, Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer entered the 
meeting  

83. To consider an objection notice following an application for personal 
licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider an application for a Personal Licence for Queens Head, Great 
Clifton, Workington which had received an objection notice under section 120(5) 
of the Licensing Act 2003 (The Act).

Present as representative from Cumbria Constabulary was Sgt Mitchell-Franks

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer read through the information set out in 
the report.

The application was made on 14 June 2017 for a personal licence, personal 
licences are issued to persons to sell or authorise the sale of alcohol from 
premises which has a premises licence that authorised the sale of alcohol.

Cumbria Constabulary had issued an objection notice as they were satisfied 
that granting the licence would undermine the crime prevention objective. 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer presented the Licensing Panel with the 
following available options:

a) Reject the application if it is considered necessary for the promotion of 
the crime prevention objective

b) Grant the application in any other case
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Sgt Mitchell-Franks made representation on the application.

The applicant made representation on the application and handed out letters 
from residents and the Probation Service.

The applicant, Sgt Mitchel-Franks, the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer 
and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while the Panel 
considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided in the 
officer’s report, the representations from the applicant, the objection notice and 
representations received from Cumbria Constabulary and advice from officers.

The Panel also considered all relevant legislation, the Council’s licensing policy 
and government guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003.

Councillor D Wilson moved that the Licensing Panel reject the application on 
the basis that it was considered necessary for the promotion of the crime 
prevention objective. Councillor B Miskelly seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of rejecting the licence was unanimous.

The motion in favour of rejecting licence was carried.

The applicant, Sgt Mitchell-Franks, the Licensing and Compliance Officer and 
the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

The applicant was informed that if she was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council she had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To reject the application on the basis that it was considered necessary for the 
promotion of the crime prevention objective.

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Panel listened to the applicants statement and 
considered the letters she had produced.

The Panel sought to balance the applicant’s interests against the Licensing Act 
and licensing objectives, particularly the prevention of crime and disorder 
objective.

The Panel noted that in the applicant’s representations she had expressed 
remorse and regretted her previous conduct and that she are sought to turn her 
life around. The Panel noted her comment that there has been no trouble since 
she had been involved with the pub in April 2017 and that she had taken a hard 
line on drugs and other issues at the premises.
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The Panel also heard evidence of the applicant’s history of criminal behaviour 
and that those offences consisted of dishonesty and fraud against vulnerable 
people over a significant period of time. The applicant was convicted of fraud in 
2016 and sentenced to a term of 18 months imprisonment.

Having considered all of the information and evidence, the Panel considered 
that any decision to grant the application would undermine the licensing 
objective for the prevention of crime and disorder and therefore, decided to 
reject the application.

Resolved

That it be agreed to reject the application.

84. To consider an objection notice received in relation to an application to 
transfer a premises licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider an application to transfer a premises licence for Queens 
Head, Great Clifton, Workington which had received an objection notice under 
section 42 of the Licensing Act 2003 (The Act).

Present as representative from Cumbria Constabulary was Sgt Mitchell-Franks

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer read through the information set out in 
the report.

The application was made on 12 June 2017 to transfer the premises licence for 
The Queen’s Head in Great Clifton. The previous licence holder had consented 
to the transfer.

Cumbria Constabulary had issued an objection notice on 15 June 2017. Further 
information was received on 23 June 2017 confirming that the objection was 
based on the crime and disorder objective.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer presented the Licensing Panel with the 
following available options:

a) Reject the application if it is considered necessary for the promotion of 
the crime prevention objective

b) Transfer the premises licence in accordance with the application

The applicant made representation on the application.

The applicant, Sgt Mitchel-Franks, the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer 
and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while the Panel 
considered the application.
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The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided in the 
officer’s report, the representations from the applicant, the objection notice and 
representations received from Cumbria Constabulary and advice from officers.

The Panel also considered all relevant legislation, the Council’s licensing policy 
and government guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003.

Councillor D Wilson moved that the Licensing Panel reject the application on 
the basis that it was considered necessary for the promotion of the crime 
prevention objective. Councillor B Miskelly seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of rejecting the licence was unanimous.

The motion in favour of rejecting the licence was carried.

The applicant, Sgt Mitchell-Franks, the Licensing and Compliance Officer and 
the Senior Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision.

The applicant was informed that if she was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council she had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To reject the application on the basis that it was considered necessary for the 
promotion of the crime prevention objective.

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Panel listened to and considered the representations 
the applicant made.

The Panel sought to balance the applicants interests against the Licensing Act 
and licensing objectives, particularly the prevention of crime and disorder 
objective.

The Panel noted that in the applicants representations she expressed remorse 
and regretted at her previous conduct and that she are sought to turn her life 
around. The Panel noted her comment that there has been no trouble since she 
had been involved with the pub in April 2017 and that she had taken a hard line 
on drugs and other issues at the premises.

However the Panel also heard evidence of the applicant’s history of criminal 
behaviour and that those offences consisted of dishonesty and fraud against 
vulnerable people over a significant period of time. The applicant was convicted 
of fraud in 2016 and sentenced to a term of 18 months imprisonment.
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Having considered all of the information and evidence, the Panel considered 
that any decision to grant the application would undermine the licensing 
objective for the prevention of crime and disorder and therefore, decided to 
reject the application.

Resolved

That it be agreed to reject the application.

The meeting closed at 3.30 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Thursday 17 August 2017 at 2.00 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair)
Councillor Hilary Harrington Councillor Peter Kendall
Councillor Billy Miskelly Councillor Ron Munby
 
Staff Present

D Fletcher, K Magnay and J Morgan

106. Election of Chair 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

107. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

108. Questions 

None received.

109. To consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting. The applicant’s potential employer 
attended the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for 
convictions. The convictions were dated 2008 - 2010.

 DVLA plastic driving licence – It contained no current penalty points

The applicant had not provided a completed medical form. This would be 
provided following the outcome of the application.
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Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration 
as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:

16. Convictions, warnings, cautions or charges awaiting trial, the Council will 
look into:

16.1 how relevant the offence(s) are to the licence being applied for.
16.2 how serious the offence(s) were.
16.3 when the offence(s) were committed.
16.4 the date of conviction.
16.5 circumstances of the individual concerned
16.6 sentence imposed by the court.
16.7 whether they form part of a pattern of offending.
16.8 any other character check considered reasonable (e.g. personal
references)
16.9 any other factors that might be relevant.

42. Violence

42.1 As Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle drivers maintain close 
contact with the public, a firm line should be taken with applications who 
have convictions for grievous bodily harm, wounding or assault. At least 
3 years free of such convictions should be shown before an application is 
entertained and even then a strict warning should be administered. 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed there to be a pattern of violence offences from 2008 – 2010.

The applicant gave representation on the application.

The applicant, the applicant’s potential employer and the Licensing and 
Compliance Officer left the meeting while the Panel considered the application.
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The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer, the representation made by the applicant 
and advice from officers. The Panel also considered the relevant legislation and 
the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Councillor B Miskelly proposed that the Licensing Panel grant the licence for a 
period of six months. Councillor P Kendall seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage 
Driver’s Licence for a period of six months was unanimous.

The motion in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
for a period of six months was carried.

The applicant, the applicant’s potential employer and the Licensing and 
Compliance Officer returned to the meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

In accordance with the Council’s policy, the Licensing Panel took the 
opportunity to issue a strict warning about future conduct and reminded the 
applicant that the Council had enforcement powers which it would exercise in 
the event that it became necessary to do so.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To agree to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of six 
months, after which the decision to continue to grant the licence would be 
delegated to the Licensing Officer should there be no further issues. This is 
conditional upon receipt by the Licensing Officer of the completed and approved 
medical, and proof of the right to work in the UK.

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Licensing Panel noted that the applicant’s most 
recent conviction was almost seven years ago, and was a serious offence.
However, the panel noted that the applicant had clearly shown remorse and had 
reconciled with the parties involved in two of the offences. The panel also noted 
that the applicant had attended the hearing with a potential employer who had 
made an offer of employment conditional on the approval of the applicant’s 
licence application.
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Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of 
six months

110. To consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate dated 21 October 2016

 Statutory Declaration stating no further convictions since 21 October 
2016 dated 30 June 2017.

 DVSA Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Test Assessment completed 11 
August 2016

 DVLA plastic driving licence – It contained no current penalty points

 Doctors Medical dated 12 June 2017 – the doctor had signed the 
applicant as fit to act as a driver of a hackney carriage

Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration 
as follows:
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The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application for a Hackney 
Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence must have held a full UK/EC/EEA driving 
licence for at least three years. The policy states that period should be 
calculated from the date of issue of a full driving licence.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The applicant had only held a driving licence since 28 June 
2016.

The applicant gave representation on the application.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while 
the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer, the representation made by the applicant 
and advice from officers. The Panel also considered the relevant legislation and 
the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Councillor B Miskelly moved that the Licensing Panel refuse the application on 
the grounds the applicant doesn’t fulfil the council policy.

The motion was not seconded and was, therefore, lost.

Councillor P Kendall moved that the Licensing Panel approve the application on 
the grounds that the policy had changed.

This motion was not seconded and, therefore was also lost.

The applicant was invited back into the meeting to clarify how long the applicant 
had been driving. The applicant confirmed he had been driving since 2009, he 
had applied for an international driving licence three years ago and then applied 
for UK licence.

The Chair of the Licensing Panel confirmed that the applicant had been driving 
on British Roads for four years and in India since 2009.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while 
the Panel considered the application.

Councillor B Miskelly moved refusal. Councillor H Harrington seconded.

A vote was taken; 2 voted in favour of refusing the application, 3 against.

Councillor P Kendall moved approval of granting the licence for six months.

The Chair of the Licensing Panel moved that the Panel grant the licence 
following the policy being changed in January.
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A vote was taken; 3 voted in favour of granting the licence, 2 against.

The motion in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
was carried.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To agree to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of twelve 
months, after which the decision to continue to grant the licence would be 
delegated to the Licensing Officer.

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Licensing Panel noted that the applicant had been 
driving in the UK for four years and that he held a driving licence in India from 
2009 prior to this. The Panel also noted that the applicant had passed the DSA 
driving test and that you have an offer of employment.
 
Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of 
twelve months.

The meeting closed at 3.15 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Wednesday 30 August 2017 at 2.00 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall (Chair)
Councillor Malcolm Grainger Councillor Peter Kendall
Councillor Jacqueline Mounsey Councillor Janice Wood

Apologies for absence were received from  Councillor Martin Wood

Staff Present

B Carlin, G Collinson, D Fletcher and K Magnay

129. Election of Chair 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

130. Declaration of Interests 

None declared.

131. Questions 

None received. 

132. Application for the review of a premises licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider an application under section 51 of the Licensing Act 2003 to 
review the premises licence for PL0229 (Solfest, Land at Tarnside Farm, Tarns, 
Aspatria, Cumbria). 

The application had been made by Cumbria Constabulary on 10 July 2017. The 
applicant’s grounds for a review of the premises licence were set out in the 
report.

The application started a consultation process with other responsible authorities 
and interested parties. Relevant representations were received against the 
application from Licensing Authority and an interested party. These 
representations were attached to the report as appendices A and C.

The following were invited into the meeting:

 Representatives of Cumbria Constabulary
 Premises licence holder/designated premises supervisor
 Director of Solfest

The interested party did not attend.
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The Licensing and Compliance Officer read through the report.

The Panel was presented with the options available to it, permitted under 
section 52(4) of the Licensing Act 2003:

a) To modify the conditions of the licence;
b) To exclude a licensable activity from the scope of the licence;
c) To remove the designated premises supervisor;
d) To suspend the licence for a period not exceeding three months;
e) To revoke the licence;

The Panel noted that there was a sixth option, which was to take no further 
steps to promote the licensing objectives.

All parties were offered the opportunity to read the information at the meeting.

The representatives of Cumbria Constabulary were asked to make 
representation on the application. Members asked questions around the 
policing of the event and the applicant’s alleged failures to comply with the 
conditions of the licence, namely the requirement to submit and Event 
Management Plan and its associated documentation 16 weeks prior to the 
event and for that Event Management Plan to be approved by responsible 
authorities 12 weeks prior to the event.

The Director of Solfest was asked to make representation on the application. 
Members asked questions relating to why the documents were not supplied 
during the specific time periods.

All parties were asked to leave the meeting for the Panel to consider the 
application.

The Panel considered all information presented to it in the report and through all 
representations made at the meeting.

Members were concerned that there had been a breach of condition 15 of the 
premises licence in that the Event Management Plan had not been submitted 
within the required timescale.

Members considered that had the Festival Manager and Cumbria Constabulary 
had better communication with each other, the application would not have been 
presented to the Panel.

Councillor J Mounsey moved that the Panel remove the designated premises 
supervisor and to add into the conditions that there is to be an event 
management company and that a debrief takes place every year after the 
event. Councillor M Grainger seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of removing the designated premises 
supervisor and to add the two conditions was unanimous.

The motion in favour of the Panel removing the designated premises supervisor 
and adding the two conditions were carried.
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All parties returned to the meeting.

All parties were informed of the Panel’s decision and the reasons for the 
decision.

All parties were informed of the right of appeal.

Decision

In making its decision, the Panel had regard to the four licensing objectives 
under the Licensing Act 2003, the oral and written representations made by 
Cumbria Constabulary, the letters of the interested party, the representations of 
the Licensing Authority, the information set out in the report by the Licensing 
and Compliance Officer, the representations received from the Premises licence 
holder and designated premises supervisor.

The Panel also had regard to the Secretary of State’s guidance under section 
182 of the Licensing Act 2003 and the Council’s Licensing Policy and Human 
Rights. 

The Panel sought to balance the interests of the licence holder, Cumbria 
Constabulary, the Licensing Authority and the interested party, and felt it was 
reasonable and proportionate to take the following steps to promote the 
licensing objectives:

1. To modify the conditions of licence as follows:

a. To require that no licensable activity can be carried out until such 
time as an application to transfer the premises licence to a 
professional event management company is received and 
approved. Such application to be received within 2 months;

b. To insert a condition requiring that a de-brief meeting of the Event 
Advisory Group takes place within one month of the event each 
year.

2. To remove the designated premises supervisor

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Panel noted that Solfest have acted in breach of their 
licence. The Event Management Plan was incomplete and not submitted on 
time or approved by Event Advisory Group in accordance with condition 15.

The Panel also noted that a review of the premises licence took place in 2016 
and Solfest were awarded a warning. They were also advised that 
communication between the licence holder and the responsible authorities – 
and in particular the police – was to improve. Unfortunately, the evidence 
suggested that communication between the authorities has not improved to the 
required standard.
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The Panel considered all of the options available to it as outlined at paragraph 
5.2 of the officer’s report and considered that this decision was an appropriate 
and proportionate response in accordance with the statutory guidance. The 
Panel also noted the representations from the police that they did not want to 
stop Solfest but that they want to see it managed for the benefit and safety of 
the people in the borough.

The Panel noted that the premises licence admitted to the breach of condition 
and apologised. They also noted that the event weekend is generally well run, 
although it considered that it was necessary to take the outlined steps in order 
to promote the licensing objectives.

If an authority is aggrieved by this decision, they have the right to appeal to the 
Magistrates Court within 21 days of receiving written notification of the decision.

Resolved

1. To modify the conditions of licence as follows:

a. To require that no licensable activity can be carried out until such 
time as an application to transfer the premises licence to a 
professional event management company is received and 
approved. Such application to be received within 2 months;

b. To insert a condition requiring that a de-brief meeting of the Event 
Advisory Group takes place within one month of the event each 
year.

2. To remove the designated premises supervisor

The meeting closed at 4.04 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Thursday 21 September 2017 at 2.30 pm

Members

Councillor Christine Smith (Chair) Councillor Tony Annison 
Councillor Malcolm Grainger Councillor Hilary Harrington
Councillor Bill Pegram

Staff Present

D Devine, D Fletcher and J Morgan

170. Election of Chair 

Councillor C Smith was elected Chair for the ensuing meeting.

171. Declaration of Interests 

5. To consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence

J Morgan – other registrable interest – knew the applicant

172. Questions 

None received.

173. To consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for 
convictions. The applicant had received convictions on 3 September 
2001, 8 October 2007, 28 October 2009, 27 September 2012 and a 
caution on 25 November 2011.

 Driving licence – no penalty points were noted

 Medical form dated 1 August 2017 – the applicant had been signed as fit 
to drive a hackney carriage vehicle
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Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration 
as follows:

The DBS certificate contained information under the section for Police Records 
of Convictions, Cautions, Reprimands and Warnings. Under the Rehabilitation 
of Offenders Act 1974 convictions become spent after a period of time. 
However, the Act was exempt for licensing hackney carriage or private hire 
vehicle drivers. Members were entitled to take into consideration spent 
convictions when deciding whether the applicant was a fit and proper person to 
hold a driver’s licence.

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out that if an applicant has 
any convictions, warnings, cautions or charges awaiting trial, the Council would 
look into:

 how relevant the offence(s) were to the licence being applied for
 how serious the offence(s) were
 when the offence(s) were committed
 the date of conviction
 circumstances of the individual concerned
 sentence imposed by the court
 whether they form part of a pattern of offending
 any other character check considered reasonable  (e.g. personal 

references)
 any other factors that might be relevant

The Statement of Policy also set out that a serious view would be taken on 
convictions of a drug related nature. An isolated incident would not necessarily 
debar an applicant but strict warnings should be given as to future behaviour. 
More than one conviction for these offences should raise grave doubts as to the 
applicant’s fitness to hold a licence. An application with a conviction for a drug 
related offence should be required to show a period of at least 3 years free of 
convictions before an application is entertained.
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On the matter of serious road traffic offences, paragraph 37.1 of the Policy 
stated that a serious view would be taken. An isolated incident in the past would 
not necessarily stop a Private Hire or Hackney Carriage driver licence being 
granted provided the applicant had been free of conviction for 3 years. 
However, strict warning should be given as to future behaviour. More than one 
conviction for these offences would normally prevent a licence being granted or 
renewed.

Paragraph 37.3 of the Policy went on to say that at least three years should 
elapse after the restoration of the DVLA driving licence in cases of 
disqualification.

Finally, paragraph 33 of the Policy stated that while it was possible that an 
applicant may have a number of convictions that, individually, meet the 
guidelines, the overall offending history must be considered when period of time 
is more likely to give cause for concern than an isolated minor conviction. Some 
discretion could be afforded if an offence disclosed was isolated and there were 
mitigating circumstances, but the overriding consideration was the protection of 
the public.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed there to be a pattern of drugs offences from 2001 – 2012.

The applicant gave representation on the application. The Panel had been 
provided with character references for the applicant.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while 
the Panel considered the application.

Members considered the application, information provided by the Licensing and 
Compliance Officer, representation made by the applicant, references provided 
and advice from officers. The Panel also considered all relevant legislation and 
the Council’s Statement of Policy.

Members were encouraged by the progress the applicant had made since the 
last offence. However, the Panel had to balance the applicant’s interests 
against the overriding objective to protect the safety of the public.

Councillor H Harrington moved that the Licensing Panel refuse to grant the 
licence. Councillor T Annison seconded. The vote in favour was unanimous.

The motion in favour of refusing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
was carried.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.
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The applicant was informed that if aggrieved by the decision of the Council 
there was a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To refuse to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence

Reasons for the Decision

The DBS certificate showed there to be a pattern of drug related offences and a 
serious road traffic offence. In respect of the drugs offences, the Council’s 
Statement of Policy set out that a serious view would be taken on convictions of 
this nature and more than one conviction of this type should raise grave doubts 
as to an applicant’s fitness to hold a licence.

Resolved

That the Hackney Carriage Driver Licence be refused under Section 59(1)(a) of 
the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 (not satisfied that 
the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold a driver’s licence)

The meeting closed at 3.25 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Friday 13 October 2017 at 1.30 pm

Members

Councillor Angela Kendall Councillor Peter Kendall
Councillor Jacqueline Mounsey Councillor Ron Munby

Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Christine Smith

Staff Present

D Fletcher, K Magnay and J Morgan

186. Election of Chair 

Councillor A Kendall was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

187. Declaration of Interests 

None received.

188. Questions 

None received.

189. To consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting. 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for 
convictions. The convictions were dated 1991 - 2013.

 DVLA plastic driving licence – 3 current penalty points were noted. 

 Doctors Medical dated 30 August 2017 – the doctor had signed the 
applicant as fit to act as a driver of a hackney carriage
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Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration 
as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:

16. Convictions, warnings, cautions or charges awaiting trial, the Council will 
look into:

16.1 how relevant the offence(s) are to the licence being applied for.
16.2 how serious the offence(s) were.
16.3 when the offence(s) were committed.
16.4 the date of conviction.
16.5 circumstances of the individual concerned
16.6 sentence imposed by the court.
16.7 whether they form part of a pattern of offending.
16.8 any other character check considered reasonable (e.g. personal
references)
16.9 any other factors that might be relevant.

43. Dishonesty

43.1 Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle drivers are expected to be 
persons of trust. The widespread practice of delivering unaccompanied 
property is indicative of the trust the business people place in drivers. 
Moreover, it is comparatively easy for a dishonest driver to defraud the 
public by demanding more than the legal dare, etc. Overseas visitors can 
be confused by the change in currency and become ‘fair game’ for an 
unscrupulous driver. For these reasons a serious view should be taken of 
any conviction involving dishonesty. In general, a period of 3 years free 
of conviction should be required before entertaining an application.

Paragraph 36 explains that minor traffic offences should not prevent a person 
from proceeding with an application but multiple offences and offences 
committed whilst driving a hackney carriage or private hire vehicle will be 
considered in a more serious light.
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There is a general principle in the policy which considers that when a time
period of 10 years or more has passed since the offence (or most recent
offence) it can show a significant reduction in the risk to the public. However,
all convictions should be considered on their own merits.

Finally, paragraph 33 of the Policy stated that while it was possible that an 
applicant may have a number of convictions that, individually, meet the above 
guidelines, the overall offending history must be considered when period of time 
is more likely to give cause for concern than an isolated minor conviction. 
Obviously some discretion can be afforded if an offence disclosed is isolated 
and there are mitigating circumstances, but the overriding consideration is the 
protection of the public.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed there to be a dishonesty offence which was committed in 2013 together 
with a recent traffic offence in 2016.

The applicant gave representation on the application.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while 
the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer, the representation made by the applicant 
and advice from officers. The Panel also considered the relevant legislation and 
the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Councillor J Mounsey proposed that the Licensing Panel grant the licence for a 
period of six months. Councillor R Munby seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage 
Driver’s Licence for a period of six months was unanimous.

The motion in favour of agreeing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
for a period of six months was carried.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

In accordance with the Council’s policy, the Licensing Panel took the 
opportunity to issue a strict warning about future conduct and reminded the 
applicant that the Council had enforcement powers which it would exercise in 
the event that it became necessary to do so.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.
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Decision

To agree to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of six 
months, after which the decision to continue to grant the licence would be 
delegated to the Licensing Officer should there be no further issues.

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Panel noted that the applicant’s most recent 
conviction was four years ago. The Panel also noted that the applicant had 
some other offences which were quite some time ago. The Panel noted that the 
applicant had clearly shown remorse and the applicant had maintained 
employment in a driving capacity for some years without incident. The Panel 
also noted that the applicant had been offered employment conditional of the 
approval of the licence application.  

Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence for a period of 
six months

190. To consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting. 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for 
convictions. The convictions were dated 1999 - 2005.

 Statutory Declaration stating no further convictions since 7 August 2016 
dated 27 July 2017.

 DVLA plastic driving licence – 3 current penalty points were noted. 

 Doctors Medical dated 25 July 2017 – the doctor had signed the 
applicant as fit to act as a driver of a hackney carriage

Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:
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 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration 
as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:

16. Convictions, warnings, cautions or charges awaiting trial, the Council will 
look into:

16.1 how relevant the offence(s) are to the licence being applied for.
16.2 how serious the offence(s) were.
16.3 when the offence(s) were committed.
16.4 the date of conviction.
16.5 circumstances of the individual concerned
16.6 sentence imposed by the court.
16.7 whether they form part of a pattern of offending.
16.8 any other character check considered reasonable (e.g. personal
references)
16.9 any other factors that might be relevant.

The Statement of Policy also set out that a serious view would be taken on 
convictions of a drug related nature. An isolated incident would not necessarily 
debar an applicant but strict warnings should be given as to future behaviour. 
More than one conviction for these offences should raise grave doubts as to the 
applicant’s fitness to hold a licence. An application with a conviction for a drug 
related offence should be required to show a period of at least 3 years free of 
convictions before an application is entertained.

On the matter of serious road traffic offences, paragraph 37.1 of the Policy 
stated that a serious view would be taken. An isolated incident in the past would 
not necessarily stop a Private Hire or Hackney Carriage driver licence being 
granted provided the applicant had been free of conviction for 3 years. 
However, strict warning should be given as to future behaviour. More than one 
conviction for these offences would normally prevent a licence being granted or 
renewed.

Paragraph 37.7 of the Policy went on to say that at least 3 years should elapse 
after the restoration of the DVLA driving licence in cases of disqualification.
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On the matter violence offences, paragraph 45 of the Policy stated that at least 
3 years free of such convictions should be shown before an application is 
entertained and even then a strict warning should be administered.

On the matter of dishonesty, paragraph 43.1 of the Policy stated that Hackney 
carriage and private hire vehicle drivers are expected to be persons of trust. 
The widespread practice of delivering unaccompanied property is indicative of 
the trust that business people place in drivers. Moreover, it is comparatively 
easy for a dishonest driver to defraud the public by demanding more than the 
legal fare, etc. Overseas visitors can be confused by the change in currency 
and become ‘fair game’ for an unscrupulous driver. For these reasons a serious 
view should be taken of any conviction involving dishonesty. In general, a 
period of 3 years free of conviction should be required before entertaining an 
application.

Finally, paragraph 33 of the Policy stated that while it was possible that an 
applicant may have a number of convictions that, individually, meet the above 
guidelines, the overall offending history must be considered when period of time 
is more likely to give cause for concern than an isolated minor conviction. 
Obviously some discretion can be afforded if an offence disclosed is isolated 
and there are mitigating circumstances, but the overriding consideration is the 
protection of the public.
There is a general principle in the policy which considers that when a time
period of 10 years or more has passed since the offence (or most recent
offence) it can show a significant reduction in the risk to the public. However,
all convictions should be considered on their own merits.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed there to be a pattern of traffic offences and violence offences with the 
addition of drugs offences and dishonesty offences from 1999 - 2005.

The applicant gave representation on the application.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while 
the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer, the representation made by the applicant 
and advice from officers. The Panel also considered the relevant legislation and 
the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Councillor R Munby recommended that the application is not approved as per 
the applicants previous convictions and the officer’s recommendation.  
Councillor A Kendall seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of refusing to grant the Hackney Carriage 
Driver’s Licence was unanimous.
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The motion in favour of refusing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
was carried.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

In accordance with the Council’s policy, the Licensing Panel took the 
opportunity to issue a strict warning about future conduct and reminded the 
applicant that the Council had enforcement powers which it would exercise in 
the event that it became necessary to do so.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To agree to refuse the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence on the basis that it is 
not satisfied that the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold a driver’s 
license under section 59(1)(a) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1976 and in accordance with the officer’s recommendation. 
The DBS certificate showed a pattern of traffic and violence offences, with the 
addition of drug offences and dishonesty offences from 1999 – 2005. The 
Council’s policy on the relevance of criminal convictions states that the overall 
offending history must be considered when a period of time is more likely to 
give cause for concern than an isolated minor conviction. The overriding 
consideration is the protection of the public.
There is a general principle in the policy which states that when a time period of 
ten or more years have passed since the first offence, it can show a significant 
reduction in the risk to the public. However, it is considered that the number and 
nature of the convictions revealed in your DBS check would not satisfy the 
Panel that granting the licence would fulfil the overriding objective of the 
protection of the public.

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Panel listened to the applicant’s representations and 
the information the applicant provided in respect of the applicant’s hackney 
carriage licences with Rossendale and Transport for London. The Panel sought 
to balance the applicants interests against the overriding objective to protect the 
safety of the public.

Resolved

That it be agreed to refuse to grant the licence. 

191. To consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
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of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting. The applicant’s friend also attended 
the meeting.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for 
convictions. The convictions were dated 2014 - 2015.

 DVLA plastic driving licence – It contained no current penalty points but 
licence did contain 2 disqualifications. 

 Doctors Medical dated 4 September 2017 – the doctor had signed the 
applicant as fit to act as a driver of a hackney carriage

Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration 
as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:

16. Convictions, warnings, cautions or charges awaiting trial, the Council will 
look into:

16.1 how relevant the offence(s) are to the licence being applied for.
16.2 how serious the offence(s) were.
16.3 when the offence(s) were committed.
16.4 the date of conviction.
16.5 circumstances of the individual concerned
16.6 sentence imposed by the court.
16.7 whether they form part of a pattern of offending.
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16.8 any other character check considered reasonable (e.g. personal
references)
16.9 any other factors that might be relevant.

The Statement of Policy references serious road traffic offences at paragraph 
37 and states that a serious view should be taken. An isolated incident in the 
past will not necessarily stop a Private Hire or Hackney Carriage driver licence 
being granted provided he/she has been free of conviction for 3 years, however 
strict warning should be given as to future behaviour. More than one conviction 
for these offences would normally prevent a licence being granted or renewed. 
At least three years should elapse (after the restoration of the DVLA driving 
licence), before a licence would normally be granted for a Hackney Carriage or 
Private Hire driver’s licence.

On the matter of dishonesty, paragraph 43.1 of the Policy stated that, in 
general, a period of 3 years free of dishonesty convictions should be required 
before an application is entertained. Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle 
drivers are expected to be persons of trust. The widespread practice of 
delivering unaccompanied property is indicative of the trust that business 
people place in drivers. Moreover, it is comparatively easy for a dishonest driver 
to defraud the public by demanding more than the legal fare, etc. Overseas 
visitors can be confused by the change in currency and become ‘fair game’ for 
an unscrupulous driver. For these reasons a serious view should be taken of 
any conviction involving dishonesty.

Finally, paragraph 33 of the Policy stated that while it was possible that an 
applicant may have a number of convictions that, individually, meet the above 
guidelines, the overall offending history must be considered when period of time 
is more likely to give cause for concern than an isolated minor conviction. 
Obviously some discretion can be afforded if an offence disclosed is isolated 
and there are mitigating circumstances, but the overriding consideration is the 
protection of the public.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed there to be a dishonesty offence in 2015 which is less than three years 
ago and the licence should be refused in line with paragraph 43 of the Policy. 
The Policy also states that at least three years should elapse (after the 
restoration of the DVLA driving licence) before a licence would normally be 
granted a hackney carriage drivers licence (paragraph 37.3).

The applicant gave representation on the application.

The applicant, the applicant’s friend and the Licensing and Compliance Officer 
left the meeting while the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer, the representation made by the applicant 
and advice from officers. The Panel also considered the relevant legislation and 
the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
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Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Councillor J Mounsey proposed to move refusal on the grounds it would be in 
breach of the policy.  Councillor R Munby seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of refusing to grant the Hackney Carriage 
Driver’s Licence was unanimous.

The motion in favour of refusing to grant the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence 
was carried.

The applicant, the applicant’s friend and the Licensing and Compliance Officer 
returned to the meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

In accordance with the Council’s policy, the Licensing Panel took the 
opportunity to issue a strict warning about future conduct and reminded the 
applicant that the Council had enforcement powers which it would exercise in 
the event that it became necessary to do so.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

To agree to refuse the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence on the basis that it is 
not satisfied that the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold a driver’s 
license under section 59(1)(a) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1976 and in accordance with the officer’s recommendation. 
The applicants DBS certificate showed a dishonesty offence in 2015. The 
council’s policy on the relevance of criminal convictions states that in general, a 
period of three years free of convictions should be required before entertaining 
an application. The overriding considerations are the protection of the public 
and the prevention of crime and disorder.
The Panel had also taken into consideration the two periods of disqualification 
on the applicants licence, both of which ended earlier this year and are not due 
for removal until 2019. Convictions for minor traffic offences should not prevent 
a person from proceeding with an application for a driver’s licence, but an 
application containing multiple offences will be considered in a more serious 
light, and the Panel must consider any periods of disqualification.

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Panel listened to the applicant’s representations and 
the information the applicant provided. The Panel sought to balance the 
applicants interests against the overriding objective to protect the safety of the 
public.
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Resolved

That it be agreed to refuse to grant the licence. 

192. To consider an application for a Private Hire Vehicle 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider an application for a Private Hire Vehicle Licence which fell 
outside of the Council’s Vehicle Age Policy.

The vehicle was previously licenced as a private hire vehicle. However, the 
licence had expired on 14 August 2017 and without a valid renewal application 
had to be considered as a new application.

The report set out details of the vehicle and the licence. 

Tests had been carried out by an independent engineer on 6 September 2017. 
The engineer’s report was submitted on 8 September 2017.

Members were advised that the applicant had provided insurance documents 
which showed that he was in a non-fault accident on 19 July 2017. Further 
information provided showed that the vehicle was repaired at a garage in 
Dumfries and was not released until 14 August 2017 and the applicant received 
the vehicle a couple of days later.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the application for a 
Private Hire Vehicle Licence be refused on the grounds that the applicant had 
not complied with the conditions contained in the Vehicle Age Policy before the 
licence expired.

Members considered the application, the officer’s report. The Panel also 
considered relevant legislation and the Council’s Vehicle Age Policy.

Councillor J Mounsey moved approval on the grounds that the circumstances 
were beyond the applicants control. Councillor R Munby seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of approval was unanimous.

The motion in favour of approval was carried.

Decision

Approved

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Panel decided to grant the vehicle licence for one 
year due to the fact that the circumstances for renewal after the expiry date of 
the licence were outside of the applicant’s control, and the fact that the vehicle 
had successfully passed the engineer’s test.
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Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the licence for one year.

The meeting closed at 3.40 pm
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At a meeting of the Licensing Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on 
Friday 27 October 2017 at 2.30 pm

Members

Councillor Len Davies Councillor Hilary Harrington
Councillor Billy Miskelly Councillor Ron Munby
Councillor Stephen Stoddart

  Staff Present

D Fletcher, K Magnay and J Morgan

201. Election of Chair 

Councillor L Davies was elected Chairman for the ensuing meeting.

202. Declaration of Interests 

None received

203. Questions 

None received

204. To consider an application for a Hackney Carriage Driver Licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider whether a person who had made an application for the grant 
of a Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was a fit and proper person to hold such 
a licence.

The applicant was invited into the meeting. 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer provided the Panel with details on the 
application.

The applicant had provided the following as part of the application:

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Certificate – the certificate 
contained information which fell within the Council’s policy for 
convictions. The convictions were dated 2001 - 2007.

 DVLA plastic driving licence – the licence contained 1 disqualification 
which was removed on 19 January 2016. 

 Doctors Medical dated 19 September 2017 – the doctor had signed the 
applicant as fit to act as a driver of a hackney carriage
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Checks on the following had been carried out as part of the process for an 
Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service Certificate and no information was 
recorded against each part:

 Information from the list held under Section 142 of the Education Act 
2002

 DBS Children’s Barred List information

 DBS Adults’ Barred List Information

 Other relevant information disclosed at the Chief Police Officer(s) 
discretion

The Licensing and Compliance Officer set out the key points for consideration 
as follows:

The Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence set out:

16. Convictions, warnings, cautions or charges awaiting trial, the Council will 
look into:

16.1 how relevant the offence(s) are to the licence being applied for.
16.2 how serious the offence(s) were.
16.3 when the offence(s) were committed.
16.4 the date of conviction.
16.5 circumstances of the individual concerned
16.6 sentence imposed by the court.
16.7 whether they form part of a pattern of offending.
16.8 any other character check considered reasonable (e.g. personal
references)
16.9 any other factors that might be relevant.

43. Dishonesty

43.1 Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicle drivers are expected to be 
persons of trust. The widespread practice of delivering unaccompanied 
property is indicative of the trust the business people place in drivers. 
Moreover, it is comparatively easy for a dishonest driver to defraud the 
public by demanding more than the legal dare, etc. Overseas visitors can 
be confused by the change in currency and become ‘fair game’ for an 
unscrupulous driver. For these reasons a serious view should be taken of 
any conviction involving dishonesty. In general, a period of 3 years free 
of conviction should be required before entertaining an application.

On the matter of drugs offences the Statement of Policy stated that a serious
view shall be taken of convictions of this nature. An isolated incident should
not necessarily debar an applicant but strict warnings should be given as to
future behaviour. More than one conviction for these offences should raise
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grave doubts as to the applicant’s fitness to hold a licence. An application with a 
conviction for a drug related offence should be required to show a period of at 
least 3 years free of convictions before an application is entertained.

Paragraph 37.1 stated that a serious view will be taken of serious road traffic 
offences. An isolated incident in the past will not necessarily stop a Private Hire 
or Hackney Carriage driver licence being granted provided he/she has been 
free of conviction for 3 years, however strict warning should be given as to 
future behaviour. More than one conviction for these offences would normally 
prevent a licence being granted or renewed. Paragraph 37.7 goes onto say that 
at least three years should elapse after the restoration of the DVLA driving 
licence in cases of disqualification.

Violence offences are covered by paragraph 42. At least 3 years free of such
convictions should be shown before an application is entertained and even
then a strict warning should be administered.

Paragraph 38 of the Policy stated that as licensees are professional vocational 
drivers, a serious view is taken of convictions for driving, or being in charge of a 
vehicle while under the influence of drink or drugs. An isolated incident would 
not necessarily debar an applicant from proceeding on the restoration of his 
DVLA driving licence but he should be warned as to the significant risk to his 
licence status in the event of re-offending. More than one conviction for these 
offences raises significant doubts as to the applicant's fitness to drive the public. 
At least 3 years, after the restoration of the driving licence following a drink drive 
conviction should elapse before an application will be considered. If there is any 
suggestion that the applicant is alcohol or drug dependent, a satisfactory 
special medical report must be provided before the application can be allowed 
to proceed.

The Policy stated at paragraph 43, Hackney carriage and private hire vehicle 
drivers are expected to be persons of trust. The widespread practice of 
delivering unaccompanied property is indicative of the trust that business 
people place in drivers. Moreover, it is comparatively easy for a dishonest driver 
to defraud the public by demanding more than the legal fare, etc. Overseas 
visitors can be confused by the change in currency and become ‘fair game’ for 
an unscrupulous driver. For these reasons a serious view should be taken of 
any conviction involving dishonesty. In general, a period of 3 years free of 
conviction should be required before entertaining an application.

Finally, paragraph 33 of the Policy stated that while it was possible that an 
applicant may have a number of convictions that, individually, meet the above 
guidelines, the overall offending history must be considered when period of time 
is more likely to give cause for concern than an isolated minor conviction. 
Obviously some discretion can be afforded if an offence disclosed is isolated 
and there are mitigating circumstances, but the overriding consideration is the 
protection of the public.

There is a general principle in the policy which considers that when a time
period of 10 years or more has passed since the offence (or most recent
offence) it can show a significant reduction in the risk to the public. However,
all convictions should be considered on their own merits.
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The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the licence be 
refused on the grounds that the applicant was not a fit and proper person to 
hold a licence. The information revealed on the applicant’s DBS certificate 
showed there to be a pattern of traffic offences and with the addition of drugs 
and violence offences from 2001 – 2007.

The applicant gave representation on the application.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while 
the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided by the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer, the representation made by the applicant 
and advice from officers. The Panel also considered the relevant legislation and 
the Council’s Statement of Policy Concerning the Relevance of Criminal 
Convictions Relating to the Determination of Application or Renewal for a 
Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.

Councillor B Miskelly moved refusal of the application. Councillor R Munby 
seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of agreeing to refuse the Hackney Carriage 
Driver’s Licence was unanimous.

The motion in favour of refusing the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence was 
carried.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

In accordance with the Council’s policy, the Licensing Panel took the 
opportunity to issue a strict warning about future conduct and reminded the 
applicant that the Council had enforcement powers which it would exercise in 
the event that it became necessary to do so.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

The Licensing Panel refused to grant the licence on the basis that it is not 
satisfied that the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold a driver’s licence 
under section 59(1)(a) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 
1976 and in accordance with the officer’s recommendation.
The applicants DBS Certificate showed a lengthy pattern of offending, including 
traffic offences, drugs and violence offences. Whilst the panel acknowledged 
that ten years had passed since the most recent offence, and the policy states 
that it can show a significant reduction in the risk to the public, the overriding 
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considerations are the protection of the public and the prevention of crime and 
disorder and all convictions should be considered on their own merits.  It is 
considered that the number and nature of the convictions revealed in the 
application would still show a significant risk to the public.

The Panel also noted that it had concerns about a discrepancy on the 
applicant’s application form which stated that the applicant had never held a 
licence elsewhere. The Panel noted that the applicant informed them that he 
had previously held a licence with Pendle Borough Council.

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Panel listened to the applicant’s representations and 
the information the applicant had provided.  The Panel sought to balance the 
applicant’s interests against the overriding objective to protect the safety of the 
public. 

Resolved

That it be agreed to refuse the Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence.

205. To consider an application for a Private Hire Vehicle 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider an application for a Private Hire Vehicle Licence which fell 
outside of the Council’s Vehicle Age Policy.

The applicant was invited into the meeting.

The vehicle was previously licenced as a private hire vehicle. However, the 
licence had expired on 15 September 2017 and without a valid renewal 
application had to be considered as a new application.

The report set out details of the vehicle and the licence. 

Tests had been carried out by an independent engineer on 19 August 2017. 
The engineer’s report was submitted on 29 September 2017.

The Licensing and Compliance Officer recommended that the application for a 
Private Hire Vehicle Licence be refused on the grounds that the applicant had 
not complied with the conditions contained in the Vehicle Age Policy before the 
licence expired.

The applicant gave representation on the application.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer left the meeting while 
the Panel considered the application.
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Members considered the application, the officer’s report, representations from 
the applicant and advice from officers. The Panel also considered relevant 
legislation and the Council’s Vehicle Age Policy.

Councillor R Munby proposed to grant the licence for 12 months. Councillor S 
Stoddart seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of approval was unanimous.

The motion in favour of approval was carried.

The applicant and the Licensing and Compliance Officer returned to the 
meeting.

The applicant was informed of the Panel’s decision and its reasons.

In accordance with the Council’s policy, the Licensing Panel took the 
opportunity to issue a strict warning about future conduct and reminded the 
applicant that the Council had enforcement powers which it would exercise in 
the event that it became necessary to do so.

The applicant was informed that if he was aggrieved by the decision of the 
Council he had a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court within 21 days.

Decision

The Panel decided to grant the licence for one year, delegating the power 
thereafter to the Licensing and Compliance Officer for any subsequent renewal.

Reasons for the Decision

In making its decision, the Panel noted that the relevant work had been 
completed by the engineer prior to the date of the expiry of the licence and that 
the testing was subsequently carried out only the day after the date of the expiry 
of the licence. The difficulties with making an appointment at Allerdale Borough 
Council were outside of the applicants control.

Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the licence for one year.

206. To consider representations received in relation to an application for a 
premises licence 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer submitted a report for the Licensing 
Panel to consider an application for a Premises Licence for Clifton Stores, 
Hunter Bank, Great Clifton, Workington, which had received representations 
under section 18(3) of the Licensing Act 2003.

The applicant was invited into the meeting. The applicant’s father also attended 
the meeting.
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The Licensing and Compliance Officer read through the information set out in 
the report.

The premises had been described as a corner shop/takeaway shop selling 
everyday essentials.

The alcohol would be supplied and the premises would be open to the public 
between 08.00 and 22.00 on all days.

The applicant would be the designated premises supervisor and holds a 
personal licence with Allerdale Borough Council.

The applicant had provided details on additional steps that would be taken to 
promote the licensing objectives:

 the prevention of crime and disorder 
 public safety 
 the prevention of public nuisance 
 the protection of children from harm 

The application included a plan of the premises which was provided to the 
Licensing Panel.

The application process allowed for responsible authorities and interested 
parties to make relevant representations about the likely effect of the grant of 
the application on the promotion of the licensing objectives.

Cumbria Constabulary had responded to the application and attended the 
premises and discussed the proposals with the applicant. Cumbria 
Constabulary stated that they were content with the measures put in place for 
the sale of alcohol regarding the age verification scheme and CCTV. No further 
conditions were proposed. 

No other responsible authorities made representations in relation to the 
application.

Representations had been received from interested parties against the 
application. The representations were included in the officer’s report.

An additional representation had been made but had not been classed as a 
relevant representation. It had been made anonymously and the name and 
address of the interested party must be included to consider it relevant. 

The Licensing and Compliance Officer presented the Licensing Panel with the 
following available options permitted under section 18(4) of the Licensing Act 
2003:

a) Grant the licence subject to the conditions mentioned in the operating 
schedule modified to such extent as the authority considers necessary 
for the promotion of the licensing objectives, and any mandatory 
condition
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b) Exclude from the scope of the licence any of the licensable activities to 
which the application relates

c) Refuse to specify a person in the licence as the premises supervisor

d) Reject the application

The applicant made representation on the application.

The applicant, the applicant’s father and the Licensing and Compliance Officer 
left the meeting while the Panel considered the application.

The Licensing Panel considered the application, the information provided in the 
officer’s report, representations from the applicant, relevant representations 
from the objectors and advice from officers.

It was noted that no representations or objections were received from the 
responsible authorities.

The Panel took into account the licensing objectives, national guidance issued 
under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 and the Council’s licensing policy.

The Panel sought to balance the interests of the interested persons against the 
interests of the applicant and the licensing objectives.

Councillor R Munby moved that the Licensing Panel agree to grant the licence. 
Councillor S Stoddart seconded.

A vote was taken; the vote in favour of approval was unanimous.

The motion in favour of agreeing to grant the licence subject to mandatory 
conditions and conditions included in the operating schedule was carried.

The applicant, the applicant’s father and the Licensing and Compliance Officer 
returned to the meeting.

The Licensing Panel informed those present of its decision and the reasons for 
the decision.

All parties were informed of their right to appeal to the Magistrates Court within 
21 days of being notified of the licensing authority’s determination of the 
application.

Decision

To agree to grant the licence subject to mandatory conditions and conditions 
included in the operating schedule.

Reasons for the Decision

The Panel made its decision having regard to the following:
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 The licensing objectives:

 The prevention of crime and disorder
 Public safety
 The prevention of public nuisance
 The protection of children from harm

 National guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 
and the Council’s Licensing Policy

 The Licensing and Compliance Officer’s report

 Representations received from the applicant which focused on the four 
licensing objectives

 No representations or objections were received from the responsible 
authorities

Resolved

That it be agreed to grant the licence subject to mandatory conditions and 
conditions included in the operating schedule.

The meeting closed at 4.15 pm
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Allerdale Borough Council

Licensing Committee – 16 November 2017

Application for Film Classification under the Licensing Act 2003

The Reason for the Decision To consider and determine an application to 
classify a film.

Summary of options considered To rate the film using the guidance contained in 
the report and classify the film for viewing in a 
premises where the premises licence has the 
ability to show a film. 

Recommendations It is recommended that the Committee view the 
film and come to a decision using the guidance 
document from the BBFC which can be found at 
Appendix A. Full reasons for the classification 
should be given as part of the decision.

Financial /  Resource Implications None

Legal / Governance Implications None 

Community Safety Implications The protection of children from harm 

Health and Safety and Risk 
Management Implications

None

Equality Duty considered / Impact 
Assessment completed

No

Wards Affected All

The contribution this decision would 
make to the Council’s priorities

N/A

Is this a Key Decision No

Portfolio Holder Councillor Joan Ellis 

Lead Officer Deborah Fletcher
Licensing & Compliance Officer 
Tel: 0303 123 1702
Email: deborah.fletcher@allerdale.gov.uk
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Report Implications

Community Safety Y Employment (external to the Council) Y

Financial Y Employment (internal) N

Legal Y Partnership N

Social Inclusion N Asset Management N

Equality Duty N Health and Safety Y

Background papers:

Appendix A – BBFC Guidelines 

1.0 Introduction 

1.1 The Licensing Authority (subsequently referred to as the Council) is 
responsible for authorising the public exhibition of films.

1.2 Under section 20 of the Licensing Act 2013 (The Act), a mandatory condition 
is applied to all premises licence that authorise the exhibition of films.  This 
mandatory condition relates to the restriction of the admission of children.  
The condition is as follows:

The admission of children under the age of 18 to film exhibitions permitted 
under the terms of this licence shall be restricted in accordance with any 
recommendations made:

a) by the British Board of Film Classification (BBFC) where the film 
has been classified by that board, or 

b) by the Licensing Authority where no classification certificate has 
been granted by the BBFC, or, where the licensing authority has 
notified the licence holder that section 20(3)(b) of the Licensing 
Act 2003 applies to the film.

1.3 Where a film has not been classified by the BBFC it remains the responsibility 
of the licensing authority to do so. 

1.4 The Council when authorising films shall at all time take into account the 
Guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 (the National 
Guidance).

1.5 Any authorisations for the exhibition of films issued by the Council shall only 
apply when the film is exhibited within the Borough of Allerdale and does not 
affect the authorisation or recommendations in any other council area.
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2.0 Application

2.1 The applicant is Ben Brinicombe of 60 Curzon Street, Maryport. The film is 
called Definitive Therapy. 

2.2 Mr Brinicombe submitted the application on 19 October 2017. The film has 
been given the following synopsis: 

Hal Lewis is a psychiatrist specialising in the criminally insane.  Hal gets the 
opportunity to work in one of the most infamous of secure Hospitals - Park 
Hill, located on the outskirts of the town of Blackwater.  It is here that the 
dangerously insane criminal “Mr Punch” is incarcerated and after meeting with 
the mysterious Dr Angelus, Hal goes to meet Mr Punch for the first time.

Mr Punch is a cunning operator, somewhere between Hannibal Lector and 
The Joker. In their first therapy session, Mr Punch terrifies Hal and shows an 
unnerving level of knowledge about Hal’s life.  

Mr Punch quickly discovers that Hal bears a grudge against him for a heist he 
pulled in which Hal’s favourite artist, Alan Whittier, was killed and all of his 
priceless works of art destroyed.    

Over the course of a number of therapy sessions with Mr Punch, Hal finds the 
Therapy process being reversed and Mr Punch begins to have an increasing 
unwelcome influence on his life both inside and outside the Asylum. Other 
doctors have a strange, almost deferential relationship with Mr Punch, none 
more so than Judith Smith, a young doctor.

Hal decides that Mr Punch is evil and needs to be dealt with once and for all 
and convinces the other doctors that Mr Punch needs to undergo an intensive 
treatment.  However, Hal’s plans are thrown into confusion when Mr Punch 
gives him an original painting by Alan Whittier as an engagement gift.  

Hal realises that Mr Punch may not have destroyed all the artwork after all 
and may instead have hidden them somewhere.  There is a race against time 
for Hal to discover the location of the art work before Mr Punch undergoes life 
changing treatment and the location of the missing paintings is lost for ever.

3.0 Policy Framework

3.1 When considering the application, the panel must give appropriate weight to:

a) Statutory guidance issued by the Secretary of State under section 
182 of the Licensing Act 2003.

b) The Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy 
c) The Licensing Objectives which are:

i) The Prevention of Crime and Disorder
ii) Public Safety
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iii) The Prevention of Public Nuisance
iv) The Protection of Children from Harm

Key Points for consideration

3.1 The British Board of Film Classification (BBFC) is an independent body that 
makes recommendations of behalf of local licensing authorities for the 
classification of films. This then allows for that film to be shown throughout the 
UK in premises that are licensed for the exhibition of films.

3.2 The mandatory condition states that where a premises licence authorises the 
exhibition of films the licence must include a condition requiring the admission 
of children to be restricted in accordance with any recommendation made by a 
film classification body. 

3.3 Licensing authorities can override a BBFC classification but that decision 
would only be valid in that local authority area. The title in question has not 
been considered by the BBFC.

3.4 Where a film has not been classified by the BBFC it is the responsibility of the 
licensing authority to do so. This is normally the case with locally made titles 
where the intention is only to release the film in one area. 3.5The BBFC 
publish guidelines for their classification categories and consider matters 
including discrimination, drugs, imitable behaviour, language, nudity, sex, 
threat and violence. The category categories are:

U Universal for all 
PG Parental Guidance – General viewing 

but some scenes may be unsuitable 
for young children

12A/12 Suitable for 12 years and over. No 
one younger than 12 may see a 12A 
film in a cinema unless accompanied 
by an adult 

15 Suitable only for 15 years and over
18 Suitable only for adults 
R18 To be shown only in specially licensed 

cinemas. 
Allerdale Borough Council do not 
have any specially licensed cinemas. 
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3.5 The film will be available to view at the meeting. It has been viewed by the 
Licensing and Compliance Officer and the following viewing notes are offered: 

Time Notes 

00:00:40 Violence  
Intro music missing Currently being composed. Classical 

music to be used. 
00:06:43 Violence 
00:13:18 Language 
00:15:54 Language
00:16:06 Language
00:17:15 Implied violence
00:19:19 Violence
00:19:30 Violence  
00:27:43 Domestic violence 
00:47:55 Language
00:48:04 Language 
00:52:58 Language 
00:53:02 Language 
00:56:32 Language 
01:02:00 Violence 
01:02:50 Violence 
01:08:50 Violence 

3.6 It is recommended that the Panel use the British Board of Film Classification 
Guidelines as a reference point for its considerations concerning the access of 
children to the film.  It should be noted that the Licensing Authority is not 
obliged to follow these guidelines, but where a deviation is considered there 
must be very good reasons for doing so.  These Guidelines can be found at 
Appendix A.

3.7 The Licensing Authority may impose conditions and specific restrictions upon 
an authorisation where deemed necessary to comply with the licensing 
objectives.

3.8 The Protection of Children from Harm is the most relevant of the licensing 
objectives in relation to film exhibitions.  Paragraph 2.22 of the National 
Guidance states:

The protection of children from harm includes the protection of children 
from moral, psychological and physical harm. This includes not only 
protecting children from the harms associated directly with alcohol 
consumption but also wider harms such as exposure to strong 
language and sexual expletives (for example, in the context of 
exposure to certain films or adult entertainment). 
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4.0 Options available to the Licensing Committee 

4.1 The Committee must consider the application to classify the film work known 
as Definitive Therapy by Ben Brinicombe and give an age rating. 

4.2 The overriding consideration should be the protection of children from harm. 
The Committee must consider this whilst seeking to ensure the film reaches 
the widest audience appropriate. 

4.3 The classification categories mentioned in paragraph 3.5 are nationally 
understood and accepted so it is recommended that they should be used 
where possible. The Committee is not obliged to follow this recommendation 
should they find that an alternative age restriction would be more appropriate. 

5.0 Recommendations

5.1 It is recommended that the Committee view the film and come to a decision 
using the guidance document from the BBFC which can be found at Appendix 
A. Full reasons for the classification should be given as part of the decision. 

Deborah Fletcher
Licensing and Compliance Officer
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2

The British Board of Film Classification (BBFC) is an independent, non-governmental, not-for-profit, co-regulatory body.  We are funded through fees charged to those who submit films and video works for classification.  
We classify:

 films, trailers and advertisements on behalf of local authorities who license cinemas 
 video works under the Video Recordings  Act 1984  
 video works which are distributed over the internet under a voluntary, self-regulatory service
  commercial and internet content distributed via mobile networks under a voluntary,  self-regulatory service

Our Classification Guidelines follow  extensive public consultation, as well as  other research, expert advice and our accumulated experience over many years.  The Guidelines, and our practice in applying them, pay particular attention to changes in public taste, attitudes and concerns, and changes in the law.  They also take account of new evidence from research or expert sources.  The Guidelines are reviewed periodically, and how we apply them is reviewed when necessary.

We take responsibility for the Guidelines and for their interpretation. This responsibility is subject to normal considerations of fairness and reasonableness.
Here, and throughout the Guidelines, video works are taken to include films and programmes released on DVD or Blu-ray, or distributed by means of download or streaming on the internet.   
The Guidelines cannot be a comprehensive account of everything that may at any time be of concern. If issues arise which are not specifically covered here, they will be dealt with by us on their merits and in line with  the standards expressed and implied in  these Guidelines.  The Guidelines are not a legal document and should be interpreted  in the spirit of what is intended as well as in the letter. 
We will provide guidance on the interpretation of these Guidelines on request. 

Introduction
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3

Our guiding principles are: 
  to protect children and vulnerable adults from potentially harmful or otherwise unsuitable media content
 to empower consumers, particularly parents and those with responsibility for children, to make informed viewing decisions 

We fulfil these roles by providing age classifications and publishing advice  (known as BBFCinsight) for individual films and videos.  We do this without infringing the right of adults to choose what they view provided that it remains within the law and is not potentially harmful.  We seek to ensure that films and videos reach the widest audience that is appropriate for their theme and treatment.
Media effects research and expert opinion on issues of suitability and harm can be inconclusive or contradictory.  In such cases we must rely on our own experience and expertise to make a judgement as to the suitability of a work for classification at a particular age category, taking into consideration whether the availability of the material, to the age group concerned, is clearly unacceptable to broad public opinion. Our extensive research into public opinion guides us as we seek to ensure that classification decisions generally reflect public sensibilities and expectations as these change over time.  

In relation to harm, we will consider whether the material, either on its own, or in combination with other content of a similar nature, may cause any harm at the category concerned. This includes not just any harm that may result from the behaviour of potential viewers, but also any moral harm that may be caused by, for example, desensitising a potential viewer to the effects of violence, degrading a potential viewer’s sense of empathy, encouraging a dehumanised view of others, suppressing pro-social attitudes, encouraging anti-social attitudes, reinforcing unhealthy fantasies, or eroding a sense of moral responsibility. Especially with regard to children, harm may also include retarding social and moral development, distorting a viewer’s sense of right and wrong, and limiting their capacity for compassion.
We will not classify material which is in conflict with the criminal law, or has been created through the commission of a  criminal offence.
We act as a regulator across the United Kingdom.  However, the United Kingdom  does not have a single legal system, and  so we take account of the different legal systems that coexist in the UK. Further details about the applicable legislation can be found in the Annexe.

Guiding Principles
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4

There are general factors that may influence a classification decision at any level and in connection with any issue.  These factors are of particular importance when a work lies on the borderline between two age categories. 
Context Context is central to the question of acceptability of film and video content.  When considering context therefore, we take into account issues such as public expectation in general and the expectations of a work’s audience in particular.   
 We consider the context in which an issue (such as sex, language or violence) is presented within a film or video.  In doing this we take account of factors such as the setting of a work (historical, fantasy, realistic, contemporary); the manner of presentation (for example, an aggressive and directed use of bad language may result in a higher classification than a light-hearted and self-referential use of the same term); the apparent intention of the film; the original production date of the work (for example, outdated attitudes might be considered less offensive, and consequently classified at a lower category, in an old, obviously dated, work); and any special merits of the work.

ThemeClassification decisions will take into account the theme of a work, but will depend significantly on the treatment of that theme, and especially the sensitivity of its presentation. The most challenging themes (for example, drug misuse, sexual violence, paedophilia, racial hatred or violence) are unlikely to be appropriate at the most junior levels of classification. However, there is no reason in principle why most themes, however difficult, could not be presented in a manner which allows classification at 18 or even, where suitable, at lower levels.
Tone and impactThe overall tone of a work may also affect the classification decision.  While the presentation of specific issues, such as sex and violence, may not be problematic at a particular category, a work with a dark or unsettling tone may receive a higher classification.  Other tonal considerations which might have an influence on classification include the extent to which the work presents a despairing view of the world or the extent to which transgressive or harmful behaviour is condoned or made to appear normal.
We take into account the impact of a work (i.e. how it makes the audience feel), for example in relation to horror films where threat may be more significant than the level of violence

General Classification Considerations
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This section of the Guidelines identifies concerns which apply, to a greater or a lesser degree, at all classification levels, and sets out the general approach that we take.  The concerns are listed in alphabetical order.
Pages 12 to 24 of the Guidelines provide specific guidance for U through to R18  with regard to such concerns.  This should  be read together with the General Classification Considerations.
Discrimination Potentially offensive content relating to matters such as race, gender, religion, disability or sexuality may arise in a wide range of works, and the classification decision will take account of the strength or impact of their inclusion. The context in which such content may appear also has a bearing. Works with such content may receive a lower category where discriminatory language and behaviour is implicitly or explicitly criticised; or the work as a whole seeks to challenge such attitudes; or the work is obviously dated, with little or no appeal to children.

DrugsNo work taken as a whole may promote the misuse of drugs and any detailed portrayal of drug misuse likely to promote the activity may be cut. Works which normalise or glamorise drug misuse are likely to receive a higher classification than works which show drug misuse while emphasising the dangers. 
Where smoking, alcohol abuse or substance misuse feature to a significant extent in works which appeal to children, this will normally be indicated in BBFCinsight. Classification decisions will also take into account any promotion or glamorisation of such activities.
Imitable behaviourClassification decisions will take into  account any detailed portrayal of criminal  and violent techniques, and glamorisation  of easily accessible weapons, such as knives. Works which portray anti-social behaviour (for example, bullying) uncritically are  likely to receive a higher classification.  Works which, taken as a whole, actively promote illegal behaviour may be cut or refused a classification. 
Portrayals of potentially dangerous behaviour (especially relating to hanging, suicide and self-harm) which children and young people may potentially copy, will be cut if a higher classification is not appropriate. 

Specific Classification Considerations
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LanguageLanguage which people may find offensive includes the use of expletives with a sexual, religious or racial association, derogatory language about minority groups and commonly understood rude gestures. The extent of offence may vary according to age, gender, race, background, beliefs and expectations brought by viewers to the work as well as the context in which the word, expression or gesture is used. 
For these reasons, it is impossible to set out comprehensive lists of words, expressions or gestures which are acceptable at each category. The advice at different classification levels, therefore, provides general guidance taking account of the views expressed in public consultation exercises.
NudityNudity with no sexual context is in principle acceptable at all classification levels, but  will not generally occur more than occasionally at U. 
Nudity with a sexual context will receive a higher classification. Strong detail in such a context will usually only be passed at the adult categories (18 or R18).

SexThe portrayal of sexual activity can range from kissing to detail of unsimulated sex. The normalisation of overtly sexualised behaviour is a concern at the junior categories. The classification system allows progressively stronger portrayals of sexual behaviour as the categories rise.
Sex works (works whose primary purpose is sexual arousal or stimulation) will normally only be passed at the adult categories. Sex works which only contain sex which may be simulated will usually be passed at 18. The R18 category is suitable for sex works containing clear images of real sex, strong fetish material, sexually explicit animated images, or other very strong sexual images.  R18 video works may be supplied only in licensed sex shops which no one under 18 may enter. R18 films may be shown only in specially licensed cinemas.
We will apply these Guidelines in relation to sex to the same standard regardless of sexual orientation of the activity portrayed.
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ThreatWhere films are targeted at a younger audience, classification decisions will take into account factors such as the frequency, length and detail of scary or otherwise unsettling scenes as well as factors such as the impact of music and sound, and whether there is a swift and reassuring outcome.
The classification of threat and horror will take account of the general tone, impact, realism and supernatural elements of a work as well as the level of detail in individual scenes. Fantasy settings may be a mitigating factor.
ViolenceClassification decisions will take account of the degree and nature of violence in a work.  
Works which feature the following are likely to receive higher classifications: 

portrayal of violence as a normal solution  to problems
heroes who inflict pain and injury 
callousness towards victims
the encouragement of aggressive attitudes
 characters taking pleasure in pain  or humiliation
the glorification or glamorisation of violence

Sadistic or sexual violence is likely to receive a higher classification. Any depiction of sadistic or sexual violence which is likely to pose a harm risk will be subject to intervention through classification, cuts or even, as a last resort, a refusal to classify.
We may refuse to classify content which makes sexual or sadistic violence look appealing or acceptable, reinforces the suggestion that victims enjoy sexual violence, or invites viewer complicity in sexual violence or other harmful violent activities.
We are also unlikely to classify content  which is so demeaning or degrading to human dignity (for example, it consists of strong abuse, torture or death without any significant mitigating factors) that it may pose a harm risk.
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Education videosWhen classifying an education video, including a sex education video, for use in schools, we will take account of the educational purpose of the video and the context in which it is to be viewed (for example in the classroom mediated by a teacher).
Music videosThe classification of a music video will take account of any elements which are of  concern to parents, including glamorisation  of behaviour which they consider inappropriate. Where music videos are  short and self-contained, material may be  less likely to be justified by context.

Photo or pattern sensitivity, motion sickness and reactions to low  frequency soundA small number of viewers are sensitive to flashing and flickering light, or some shapes and patterns, and may experience seizures or other serious physical effects. Some viewers experience feelings of motion sickness or other symptoms when viewing works which feature hand held or otherwise moving camerawork, or which feature very low frequency sounds. 
It is the responsibility of film makers and distributors to identify works in which such issues arise and to ensure that, when required, appropriate warnings are given to viewers. However, if it is obvious during viewing that the work contains strong examples of such imagery or sounds, we will advise the distributor of the need to ensure that appropriate warnings are in place. Where necessary, we may require assurances regarding the display of appropriate warnings as a condition of classification. 

Other Matters
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Release formatClassification decisions may be stricter on video works than on film. This is because of the increased possibility of under-age viewing as recognised in the Video Recordings Act (see Annexe), as well as the increased possibility of works being replayed or sections viewed out of context. Accordingly, a video work (either packaged or online) may occasionally receive a higher classification than on film, or require new or different cuts. (Video works may also receive a higher classification because they contain additional content.) 
The screen format or visual presentation of a submission may also alter a classification, for example, if the image has been processed in the 3D format or is shown with an altered aspect ratio such as on an IMAX screen.

TitlesWe will require changes as a condition of classification if the title of a work incites racial or religious hatred, or other criminal behaviour, or encourages an interest in abusive or illegal sexual activity.
If the title of a work is likely to cause significant offence to a significant number of people if displayed in a public place, we will advise the distributor to consider carefully the places in which it is likely to be seen and to take appropriate action, for example, by obscuring certain words on packaging or marketing materials. (This advice is not given in relation to video works classified R18 as such works may only be supplied or offered for supply in a licensed sex shop.) Where necessary, assurances on public display of the full title, or changes to the title, may be required as a condition of classification. 
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Trailers and advertisementsAudiences may choose to see a full-length feature based on expectations of the particular genre at the given classification and on the published BBFCinsight. In contrast, audiences have no choice, and often no expectation, about the accompanying trailers or advertisements which may be very different in tone and content to the film the audience has chosen to view. In addition, because trailers and advertisements are short and self-contained, material is less likely to be justified by context and more likely to cause offence.
For these reasons, classification decisions  for trailers and advertisements may be  more restrictive than for equivalent material in a main feature. Strong language will not  be allowed in trailers at the U, PG and  12A/12 categories.

The more restrictive approach set out above may be relaxed where an advertisement is part of a public information campaign or has a charitable purpose. 
Cinemas are responsible for the exhibition of cinema trailers and advertisements, and we have no involvement in deciding which films they precede.  Questions or complaints about the exhibition of trailers or advertisements should be directed to the cinema management in the first instance.
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Video games With a few limited exceptions we do not classify video games. We consider for classification those video games contained on discs which feature primarily linear video content and pornographic video games which include for example:
images of unsimulated human sexual activity involving genitals or anus
 sexual fetish material, including bondage or sadomasochistic activity, urination and other bodily functions
 material likely to encourage an interest in sexually abusive activity
 the portrayal of sexual activity which involves lack of consent whether real or simulated
 sexual threats, humiliation or abuse
 penetration by any object associated with violence or likely to cause physical harm
 images of sexual activity with animals 

whether such images or material are of real events or activity or are animated.  

We also advise the Games Rating Authority on the classification of linear video footage contained in games which is not integral to the game.  This includes, for example, rewards and video content in games which is designed to be viewed in its own right, without taking forward the narrative drive of the game.
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 We endeavour to classify submitted works in one of the following categories:  

The Classification Categories
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The following pages set out guidance on  how the specific classification considerations (for example, sex and violence) are specifically applied from U through to R18. The criteria should be read in combination with the general approach set out earlier under ‘Guiding Principles’, ‘General Classification Considerations’ and ‘Specific Classification Considerations’. 
Because works from time to time present issues in ways which cannot be anticipated, these criteria will not be applied in an over-literal way if such an interpretation would lead to an outcome which would confound audience expectations.
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U Universal – Suitable for all
A U film should be suitable for audiences aged four years and over, although it is impossible to predict what might upset any particular child. U films should be set within a positive framework and should offer reassuring counterbalances to any violence, threat or horror. 
If a work is particularly suitable for pre-school children, this will be indicated in the BBFCinsight. 

Discrimination
Discriminatory language or behaviour is unlikely to be 
acceptable unless clearly disapproved of.  
Drugs
References to illegal drugs or drug misuse must  
be infrequent and innocuous, or have a clear 
educational purpose or anti-drug message suitable 
for young children.
Imitable behaviour
Potentially dangerous or anti-social behaviour  
which young children may copy must be clearly 
disapproved of. No emphasis on realistic or easily 
accessible weapons. 
Language
Infrequent use only of very mild bad language.
Nudity
Occasional nudity, with no sexual context.
Sex
Only very mild sexual behaviour (for example, kissing) 
and references to such behaviour. 
Threat
Scary or potentially unsettling sequences should be 
mild, brief and unlikely to cause undue anxiety to 
young children. The outcome should be reassuring.
Violence
Violence will generally be very mild. Mild violence 
may be acceptable if it is justified by context (for 
example, comedic, animated, wholly unrealistic). 
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PG Parental Guidance – General 
viewing, but some scenes may 
be unsuitable for young children
A PG film should not unsettle a child aged around eight or older. Unaccompanied children of any  age may watch, but parents are advised to consider whether the content may upset younger, or more sensitive, children.  

Discrimination
Discriminatory language or behaviour is unlikely to 
be acceptable unless clearly disapproved of, or in an 
educational or historical context, or in a particularly 
dated work with no likely appeal to children. 
Discrimination by a character with whom children can 
readily identify is unlikely to be acceptable. 
Drugs
References to illegal drugs or drug misuse must be 
innocuous or carry a suitable anti-drug message.
Imitable behaviour
No detail of potentially dangerous behaviour which 
young children are likely to copy, if that behaviour is 
presented as safe or fun. No glamorisation of realistic 
or easily accessible weapons such as knives. No focus 
on anti-social behaviour which young children are 
likely to copy.
Language
Mild bad language only. Aggressive or very frequent 
use of mild bad language may result in a work being 
passed at a higher category.
Nudity
There may be nudity with no sexual context.
Sex
Sexual activity may be implied, but should be discreet 
and infrequent. Mild sex references and innuendo only.
Threat
Frightening sequences or situations where characters 
are in danger should not be prolonged or intense. 
Fantasy settings may be a mitigating factor.
Violence
Violence will usually be mild. However there may be 
moderate violence, without detail, if justified by its 
context (for example, history, comedy or fantasy).
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12A/12 – Suitable for 12 years and over
Films classified 12A and video works classified 12 contain material that is not generally suitable for children aged under 12. 
No one younger than 12 may see a 12A film in a cinema unless accompanied by an adult.  Adults planning to take a child under 12 to view a 12A film should consider whether the film is suitable for that child.  To help them decide, we recommend that they check the BBFCinsight for that film in advance.
No one younger than 12 may rent or buy a 12 rated video work.
Discrimination
Discriminatory language or behaviour must not 
be endorsed by the work as a whole. Aggressive 
discriminatory language or behaviour is unlikely to be 
acceptable unless clearly condemned.

Drugs
Misuse of drugs must be infrequent and should not be 
glamorised or give instructional detail.
Imitable behaviour
No promotion of potentially dangerous behaviour 
which children are likely to copy. No glamorisation of 
realistic or easily accessible weapons such as knives. 
No endorsement of anti-social behaviour.
Language
There may be moderate language. Strong language may 
be permitted, depending on the manner in which it is 
used, who is using the language, its frequency within the 
work as a whole and any special contextual justification.
Nudity
There may be nudity, but in a sexual context it must be 
brief and discreet.
Sex
Sexual activity may be briefly and discreetly portrayed. 
Moderate sex references are permitted, but frequent 
crude references are unlikely to be acceptable.
Threat
There may be moderate physical and psychological 
threat and horror sequences. Although some scenes 
may be disturbing, the overall tone should not be. 
Horror sequences should not be frequent or sustained.
Violence
There may be moderate violence but it should not 
dwell on detail. There should be no emphasis on 
injuries or blood, but occasional gory moments may be 
permitted if justified by the context.
Sexual violence may only be implied or briefly and 
discreetly indicated, and its depiction must be justified 
by context.
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15 – Suitable only for 15 years 
and over
No one younger than 15 may see a 15 film in a cinema. No one younger than 15 may rent or buy a 15 rated video work. 
Discrimination
The work as a whole must not endorse  
discriminatory language or behaviour, although  
there may be racist, homophobic or other 
discriminatory themes and language. 
Drugs
Drug taking may be shown but the work as a whole 
must not promote or encourage drug misuse  
(for example, through instructional detail). The  
misuse of easily accessible and highly dangerous 
substances (for example, aerosols or solvents) is 
unlikely to be acceptable.
Imitable behaviour
Dangerous behaviour (for example, hanging, suicide 
and self-harming) should not dwell on detail which 
could be copied. Whether the depiction of easily 
accessible weapons is acceptable will depend on 
factors such as realism, context and setting.

Language
There may be strong language. Very strong language 
may be permitted, depending on the manner in  
which it is used, who is using the language, its 
frequency within the work as a whole and any special 
contextual justification.
Nudity
There are no constraints on nudity in a non-sexual or 
educational context. There may be nudity in a sexual 
context but usually without strong detail. 
Sex
Sexual activity may be portrayed, but usually without 
strong detail. There may be strong verbal references 
to sexual behaviour, but the strongest references are 
unlikely to be acceptable unless justified by context. 
Works whose primary purpose is sexual arousal or 
stimulation are unlikely to be acceptable. 
Threat
There may be strong threat and horror.  A sustained 
focus on sadistic or sexual threat is unlikely to  
be acceptable.
Violence
Violence may be strong but should not dwell on the 
infliction of pain or injury. The strongest gory images 
are unlikely to be acceptable. Strong sadistic violence 
is also unlikely to be acceptable. 
There may be detailed verbal references to sexual 
violence but the depiction of sexual violence must be 
discreet and justified by context.
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18 – Suitable only for adults
No one younger than 18 may see an 18 film in a cinema. No one younger than 18 may rent or buy an 18 rated video work.
Adults should be free to choose their own entertainment. Exceptions are most likely in the following areas:

or has been created through the commission of a 
criminal offence

  where material or treatment appears to us to risk 
harm to individuals or, through their behaviour, to 
society.  For example, the detailed portrayal of violent 
or dangerous acts, or of illegal drug use, which may 
cause harm to public health or morals. This may 
include portrayals of sadistic or sexual violence 
which make this violence look appealing; reinforce 
the suggestion that victims enjoy sexual violence; or 
which invite viewer complicity in sexual violence or 
other harmful violent activities

activity in the context of a sex work (see below) or 
where the primary purpose of the images in question 
is sexual arousal

In the case of video works, which may be more 
accessible to younger viewers, intervention may be 
more frequent than for cinema films.  
Sex education at 18 
Where sex material genuinely seeks to inform and 
educate in matters such as human sexuality or safer  
sex and health, explicit images of sexual activity may 
be permitted. 
Sex works at 18
Sex works are works whose primary purpose is 
sexual arousal or stimulation. Sex works containing 
only material which may be simulated are generally 
passed 18.  Sex works containing clear images of real 
sex, strong fetish material, sexually explicit animated 
images, or other very strong sexual images will 
be confined to the R18 category. Material which is 
unacceptable in a sex work at R18 is also unacceptable 
in a sex work at 18.
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R18 - To be shown only in 
specially licensed cinemas, or 
supplied only in licensed sex 
shops, and to adults only
The R18 category is a special and legally-restricted classification primarily for explicit works of consenting sex or strong fetish material involving adults. Films may only be shown to adults in specially licensed cinemas, and video works may be supplied to adults only in licensed sex shops.  R18 video works may not be supplied by mail order. 

The following content is not acceptable:
including material judged to be obscene under the 
current interpretation of the Obscene Publications Act 
1959 (see Annexe)
 material (including dialogue) likely to encourage 
an interest in sexually abusive activity  which may 
include adults role-playing as non-adults 
or apparent lack of consent. Any form of physical 
restraint which prevents participants from indicating a 
withdrawal of consent  
 the infliction of pain or acts which may cause lasting 
physical harm, whether real or (in a sexual context) 
simulated. Some allowance may be made for 
moderate, non-abusive, consensual activity  
 penetration by any object associated with violence or 
likely to cause physical harm
 sexual threats, humiliation or abuse which do not 
form part of a clearly consenting role-playing game. 
Strong physical or verbal abuse, even if consensual, is 
unlikely to be acceptable

These Guidelines will be applied to the same  
standard regardless of sexual orientation of the  
activity portrayed.
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A customer may submit works 
for advice at any stage of the 
production process. 

Advice Viewings
We will inform them of the likely classification a work will receive, and where appropriate any changes required to achieve the customer’s preferred classification.   However advice given in such circumstances is not binding and we reserve the right to reach a different decision when the final version of the work is submitted formally for classification. If the final version of the work submitted for classification differs in any significant respect from that seen for advice, and if those changes appear to reflect advice we have given, then details of the changes  will appear on our website.
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Where possible we will carry 
out our responsibilities 
through appropriate use of 
the classification categories, 
particularly in order to protect 
children from any potential 
harm. If necessary, however, 
we may cut or even refuse to 
classify a film or video work.  
In some cases, we require 
assurances, cuts or other 
changes (for example, the 
addition of warning captions) 
as a condition of classification, 
or as a condition of classifying 
at a particular category. In 
some circumstances we may 
refuse to classify a work at any category. We publish details of 
all interventions on our website.

Cuts for categoryIf the submitted work is suitable for classification, but only at a category higher than that requested by the customer, we will consider whether a lower category could be achieved through relatively minor or simple changes.  If so, we may offer the customer a choice of accepting either the higher or  lower category (the latter with defined changes as necessary).
Cuts for category are unlikely to be available if the required changes would be very extensive or complex, or would not address for example, a tonal or thematic issue running throughout the work.  
Compulsory cutsIf a submitted work raises issues or concerns that cannot be addressed by classification at a particular age category, we may require cuts or other changes as a condition of classification.  Such intervention is most likely when the submitted work contains: 

material which may promote criminal activity
material which is obscene or otherwise illegal
material created by means of the commission of a criminal offence
 portrayals of children in a sexualised or abusive context

Intervention
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material which makes sexual or sadistic violence look normal, appealing, or arousing
 graphic images of real injury, violence or death presented in a salacious or sensationalist manner which risks harm by encouraging callous or sadistic attitudes
 material which reinforces the suggestion that victims enjoy sexual violence
 material which invites viewer complicity in sexual violence or other harmful violent activities
 sex works which contain material listed as unacceptable at R18

When the issue relates to the circumstances of filming (for example, in relation to animal cruelty or public indecency) the customer will normally be given an opportunity to present evidence before a final decision is reached.  

Refusal to classifyAs a last resort, the BBFC may refuse to classify a work, in line with the objective of preventing non-trivial harm risks to potential viewers and, through their behaviour, to society. We may do so, for example, where a central concept of the work is unacceptable, such as a sustained focus on sexual or sadistic violence. Before refusing classification we will consider whether the problems could be adequately addressed through intervention such as cuts. In deciding whether to refuse to classify, we will keep in mind the inherent difficulty of using behavioural research to draw conclusions about real world risks, and will have regard to the full range of available evidence, including the views of the public and our own knowledge and experience.
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We offer a formal 
reconsideration procedure 
which is open to any 
customer dissatisfied with 
the determination made in 
respect of their work. The 
reconsideration is free of charge 
and will normally take fewer 
than 10 working days.

Appeals
A customer may also appeal directly to an independent authority. Such an appeal may take place following, or instead of, our reconsideration. In the case of films, the customer (or any member of the public)  may address itself to the local authority  which licenses cinemas in a particular area. In the case of video works a customer may appeal to the Video Appeals Committee.   The VAC is independent of the BBFC and  can be contacted by post at VAC, PO Box 6949, London, W1A 3TZ or by email at enquiries@vacappeal.co.uk
Customers should note that a reconsideration or an appeal involves looking at the issues afresh. This means that the outcome could, in some circumstances, be more restrictive than the original determination.
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As part of our role we provide consumers, particularly parents, with as much information as possible to enable them to make a fully informed decision about what they will view. We therefore publish detailed information about the content of every film we classify. This is called BBFCinsight. 

Engagement with the Public
BBFCinsight consists of the following:  short content advice on film posters,  some film advertising and video packaging, for example:

more detailed information, aimed particularly at parents, found on our website and free App 
BBFCinsight is a short description of the issues found in a film or video work. It explains why an individual title received a particular classification. It highlights the key issues in a film, and gives examples of the content in the film, avoiding where possible any potential plot spoilers. 
BBFCinsight also notes any other issues that might be important for parents, or those wishing to take younger viewers to see a film. This may include, for example, themes of divorce or bereavement, a film’s overall suitability for family viewing and the likely familiarity of the audience with the film’s source material or cast.
We encourage viewers to check BBFCinsight for a clear idea of the issues a work contains.
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BBFC Website -  www.bbfc.co.ukOur website gives detailed information about every classification decision. 
The website includes an online version of our Guidelines, detailed information about the different classifications, a library of our research, education tools and resources for use in the classroom and independent study, and a media centre including news and  press releases. 

Children’s BBFC – www.cbbfc.co.ukThis website offers children clear information about how age classifications work and our role and history. It includes interactive elements, and material especially adapted for younger filmgoers and families.
The site also has an area for adults which contains information about BBFCinsight, the classification categories and details of our education and outreach work (for example, video conferencing) for schools.

Websites
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BBFC AppWe have a free App available to download for iOS and Android devices. It lets users check the latest film and video classifications on the go, along with BBFCinsight. 
Twitter We regularly update our Twitter account,  @BBFC, with BBFC news and the latest film and video classifications.

Newsletters We produce regular newsletters for the industry, for those involved in education and for the general public.  These give details about recent BBFC classification decisions as well as our resources, workshops and events.  To sign up for any of the newsletters visit www.bbfc.co.uk. 
Podcasts We produce themed podcasts which  feature guest interviews, discussion of  recent decisions and current classification issues.  The podcasts can be downloaded  from the website.  
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We welcome all feedback, 
whether positive or negative, 
and any comments can be sent 
to feedback@bbfc.co.uk, or in 
writing to the Director’s Office, 
BBFC, 3 Soho Square, London, 
W1D 3HD.  
For further details see the 
‘Contact Us’ page on  
www.bbfc.co.uk

Feedback
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Legal Considerations
The following legislation is not listed according to 
chronology or importance. Instead, it reflects a useful 
way of explaining the structure of the legal framework 
that applies to our work.
The Licensing Act 2003 – England and Wales
Cinemas (Northern Ireland) (Order 1991) –  Northern Ireland
Cinemas Act 1985 – Scotland
Cinemas require a licence from the local authority 
in which they operate.  The licence must include a 
condition requiring the admission of children (anyone 
under 18) to any film to be restricted in accordance 
with our recommendations or those of the licensing 
authority.  One of the key reasons for the licensing 
requirement is the protection of children, including 
from potentially harmful content in films.
The Video Recordings Act 1984
Video works (including films, TV programmes and 
some video games) which are supplied on a disc, 
tape or any other device capable of storing data 
electronically must have a BBFC classification unless 
they fall within the definition of an exempted work. 
When considering whether to award a certificate to 
a work, or whether a work is suitable at a particular 
category, we are required by the Act to have special 
regard to the likelihood of works being viewed in the 
home, and to any harm that may be caused to potential 
viewers or, through their behaviour, to society by the 
manner in which the work deals with:

criminal behaviour 
illegal drugs 
violent behaviour or incidents 

horrific behaviour or incidents 
human sexual activity 

In considering these issues we have in mind the 
possible effect not only on children but also on other 
vulnerable people.
The Obscene Publications Act 1959 & 1964 – England and Wales
The Obscene Publications Act 1857 – Northern Ireland
The Civic Government (Scotland)  Act 1982 – Scotland
t is illegal to publish a work which is obscene. A work 

is obscene if, taken as a whole, it has a tendency to 
deprave and corrupt a significant proportion of those 
likely to see it.  Under the Obscene Publications Act 
1959, no offence is committed if publication is justified 
as being for the public good on the grounds that it is 
in the interests of science, art, literature or learning or 
other objects of general concern.
In Scotland, case law implies a similar test would be 
applied. In Northern Ireland, while there is no express 
defence of “public good” it is likely that English law 
would be taken into consideration.
Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008 – England, Northern Ireland and Wales
Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010 / Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 – Scotland
It is illegal to be in possession of an extreme 
pornographic image. Under the Criminal Justice and 
Immigration Act 2008 an extreme pornographic image 
is one which is pornographic and grossly offensive, 

Annexe
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disgusting or otherwise of an obscene character, which 
features an apparently real person, and which portrays, 
in an explicit and realistic way, an act which: 

threatens a person’s life
 results, or is likely to result, in serious injury to a 
person’s anus, breasts or genitals
 involves sexual interference with a human corpse
 involves bestiality 

In Scotland, the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982, 
includes as “extreme” for the purpose “an act which 
takes or threatens a person’s life” and “rape or other 
non-consensual penetrative activity”.
Works we classify under the Video Recordings Act are 
excluded from the scope of the offence across the UK.
The Protection of Children Act 1978 –  England and Wales
Protection of Children (Northern Ireland) Order 1978 – Northern Ireland 
Civic Government (Scotland)  Act 1982 – Scotland
It is illegal to make, distribute, show or possess 
indecent photographs or pseudo-photographs of a 
child.  It is also illegal to make, distribute, show or 
possess indecent images of children which have been 
derived from a photograph or pseudo-photograph 
(for example, by tracing). Offences relating to the 
possession of such images are contained within 
the Criminal Justice Act 1988 (England, Wales and 
Scotland), and the Criminal Justice (Evidence, Etc.) 
(Northern Ireland) Order 1988. A child is defined as a 
person under the age of 18.

The Coroners and Justice Act 2009 – England, Northern Ireland and Wales
The Criminal Justice and Licensing Act  2010 - Scotland
It is illegal to be in possession of a prohibited 
image of a child.  A prohibited image of a child is 
a non-photographic or non-pseudo-photographic 
image which is pornographic and grossly offensive, 
disgusting, or otherwise of an obscene character, and 
which focuses solely or principally on a child’s genitals 
or anal region, or which portrays specified sexual 
acts by, of, or in the presence of a child, including 
masturbation, oral sex or penetration, including sexual 
acts with animals.  A child is defined as being under 
18 and an image of a child or other person can include 
imaginary representations.  Works we classify under 
the Video Recordings Act are excluded from the scope 
of the offence unless images have been extracted from 
such works for the purpose of sexual arousal.
The Sexual Offences Act 2003 
t is illegal to expose oneself with intent to cause alarm 

or distress – this offence augments the common law 
misdemeanour of indecent exposure.  The Act also 
prohibits a person recording the private act of another, 
where the intention of the recording is for the sexual 
gratification of himself or a third party and where the 
recorded party has not consented to so being filmed.   
The Public Order Act 1986 – England, Scotland and Wales
The Public Order (Northern Ireland)  Order 1987 – Northern Ireland
It is illegal to distribute, show or play to the public 
a recording of visual images or sounds which are 
threatening, abusive or insulting if the intention is 
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to stir up racial hatred or hatred on the grounds of 
sexual orientation, or if racial hatred or hatred on the 
grounds of sexual orientation is likely to be stirred 
up. It is also illegal to distribute, show or play to the 
public a recording of visual images or sounds which are 
threatening if the intention is to stir up religious hatred.
In Northern Ireland the relevant group of persons 
may be defined not only by colour, race, nationality or 
ethnic or national origins, but also by “religious belief” 
or “sexual orientation” or “disability”.
In Scotland, the communication of material that is 
threatening and is intended to stir up hatred on 
religious grounds is an offence under the Offensive 
Behaviour at Football and Threatening Communications 
(Scotland) Act 2012.
The Cinematograph Films  (Animals) Act 1937
It is illegal to show any scene “organised or directed” 
for the purposes of the film that involves actual cruelty 
to animals. This Act applies to the exhibition of films in 
public cinemas but we also apply the same test to video 
works. For the purposes of this legislation and The 
Animal Welfare Act 2006, only vertebrates which are 
domesticated or otherwise under the control of man are 
defined as “animals”.
The Animal Welfare Act 2006 –  England and Wales
The Welfare of Animals Act (Northern Ireland) 2011 – Northern Ireland
The Animal Health and Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006 – Scotland
It is illegal to supply, publish or show or possess with 
intent to supply a video recording of an “animal fight” 
that has taken place within the UK since 6 April 2007.

The Tobacco Advertising and  Promotion Act 2002
It is illegal, in the course of a business, to publish a 
tobacco advertisement.
Blasphemy
In Scotland and Northern Ireland, the common law 
crime of blasphemy exists but has not been utilised 
for prosecution in modern times. The offences of 
blasphemy and blasphemous libel under the common 
law of England and Wales were abolished in The 
Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008.
Human Rights Act 1998
The Act permits such restrictions on freedom of 
expression as are prescribed by law and are necessary 
in a democratic society, in the interests of national 
security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the 
prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of 
health or morals, for the protection of the reputation 
or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of 
information received in confidence, or for maintaining 
the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.
Other unlawful material
In carrying out its responsibilities, we will have regard 
to whether the material itself appears to be unlawful in 
the United Kingdom, or has arisen from the commission 
of an unlawful act.
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British Board of Film Classification
3 Soho Square, London, W1D 3HD
T  020 7440 1570
www.bbfc.co.uk
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Allerdale Borough Council

Procedure at Licensing Meetings

Once the Chair has moved the exemption paragraph the press and public will 
leave the room  

Procedure

Step 1

The Chair will ask those present to introduce themselves and explain the 
procedure to be followed.

Step 2

The Chair will ask the author of the report (or their substitute) to outline the 
proposal and the background to the case.  Their role will be to provide factual 
information to the committee.

The Chair invites members of the committee to ask the presenting officer any 
questions they may have about the application. 

Step 3

The Chair invites Councillor(s) attending under Procedural Rule 4.31.2 to 
come forward and present objection(s).

 Each Councillor is permitted 10 minutes
 The Chair asks if Members of the Committee have any questions to 

ask the Councillor(s)
 The Councillor(s) return to the public area.

Step 4

The Chair invites applicant or the applicant’s representative to make 
representations.  The applicant/applicants representative is permitted 10 
minutes

 The Chair asks if any member of the committee/officers present have 
any questions to ask the applicant/applicants representative

Step 5

The Chair invites any party making representations (including any other 
persons who have been given permission to participate) (if any) to present 
their comment(s).

 The Chair asked if any member of the committee have any questions 
to ask any party making representations 
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Step 6

The Chair offers the applicant/applicants representative the final opportunity 
to address the Committee.  The applicant/applicants representative is 
permitted 10 minutes.

Step 7

The Chair will ask the parties to withdraw so that the committee can consider 
its determination.  In considering its determination, the Committee may seek 
advice from its Legal Adviser.

Step 8

The parties will be re-called and informed of the Committees decision.

 Applicant to be advised that the decision will be confirmed in writing 
within 7 days.

 Applicant to be advised of any appeal procedure.

All parties will leave swiftly prior to the next case.
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Allerdale Borough Council

Procedure at Licensing Meetings 

Policy Formulation

Procedure

Step 1

The Chair will explain the procedure to be followed.

Step 2

The Chair will ask the presenting officer (or their substitute) to outline the 
proposal and the background to the case.  Their role will be to provide factual 
information to the committee.

The Chair invites members of the committee to ask the presenting officer any 
questions they may have about the policy. 

Step 3

The Chair invites Councillor(s) attending under Procedural Rule 4.31.2 to 
come forward and make representations

 Each Councillor is permitted 10 minutes
 The Chair asks if Members of the Committee have any questions to 

ask the Councillor(s)
 The Councillor(s) return to the public area.

Step 4

The Chair invites any party making representations (if any) to present their 
comment(s).

 The Chair to ask if any member of the committee has any questions to 
ask any party making representations. 

Step 5

The committee will consider the policy.  In considering the policy, the 
Committee may seek advice from its Legal Adviser.
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